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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, MAY 13. 1907.
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Victims of Santa Barbara
Wreck Will Be Carried Home
In Cars Covered With Crepe.
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Senator Borah Who Appears on
Side of Prosecution. May Be
Charged With Fraud.
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Boise, May 13.

The task of selecting a Jury was resumed today in the
case of W. D. Haywood, and may be
completed within the next four or five President of Southern Repub
Pullman and Western Union days, according to the Judgment of
He Says Appearances Nave
the opposing counsel.
Companies Fall Under
Eleven men were In the box when
Been Most Friendly.
court opened at 2 o'clock this afterthe Ban.
noon.
None of these had been finally accepted by both sides, however,
although three have so far qualified
T
WRITS OF OUSTER
themselves to serve and only the peremptory challenges, of which each
FOR CENTRAL AMERICA
side has ten, can remove them.
THE WEAPONS USED
Seventy-fiv- e
of the new veniremen
summoned are farmers and ranch
men from the country surrounding
Boise, and the remaining twenty-fiv- e
In Case of War Mexico Would
are
men.
Corporations Must Pat Jayhawk- - It business
was said at the beginning of toMake Short Work
day's proceedings that not more than
ci o inaiici rccji or
two of the eleven men already in tho
of It.
Jury box will become members of the
Else Qult.

Works Are Charged With
ing a Menace to
Public Health.

T

Be-

Fire Is Thought to Have Been
the Work of In-

John Martinez Fired at

cendiaries.

Woma-

Burned Her
Arm and She Swooned.

n-Powder

FUMES KILLED VEGETATION
FOR FORTY MILES AROUND

TOTAL LOSS IS
PLACED AT $700,000

FULL OF BOOSE
Detroit, May 13. The magnificent
BUT MADE ESCAPE new passenger steamer, the City of
Cleveland, under construction at the
ship yards of the Detroit Ship comAs she stooped over a tub washing pany, wai swept by fire today and la
their clothing, Bhortly before noon to- a total losa.
The loss Is about $700,000.
day, Mrs. Anna Martlnest narrowly esIt Is suspected
that the fire was Incaped death at the hands of her hus- cendiary.
band, Juan Martinez, a machinist,
was
The steamer
Intended to be the
who fired a shot at her from a revol- finest
sldew heeler in the United States
ver. The powder from the pistol on fresh
water.
burned her arm and the bullet passed
Her interior woodwork, all of
within an Inch of her toody. She fell which
was destroyed, was unusually
to the floor In a swoon.
beautiful.
Her whole cost would
Thinking she was dead, Martinez, have been $1,250,000
had she been
still clutching
the pistol, sprang completed.
through the door of his home in

Washington. May 13. In an opin- WAS
ion handed down by Justice Holmes,
the supreme court of the United

States today granted an injunction
asked for by the tate of Ueorgla
against the Tennessei Copper company and the Ducktown Sulphur and
Copper company, restraining them
from operating their smelters
at
Ducktown, Tenn.
Both smelters are very near the
Georgia line and the state of Georgia
asked to have them condemned as a
tnln.l itanpl.
public and private nuisance, alleging
A significant feature developed in i
May 13. In the com:ew
lork.
they constitute a menace to
that
the first examination of talesmen was of a lengthy interview 1n the City of
lopeku. Kan.. Mar 13. -- Writs of the fact that the attorneys for th
health and life and were the source
puonsneu
toi.ie.iii,
in the Herald
of a great injury to the vegetation of
ouster were Issued against the West- - defense were unable to unearth here day,
gave a statement the country in a radios
resident
of forty miles.
err. Union Telegraph eonioaay and any feeling - among country folk ot me reeling Ilaz
in
'
Mexico
towards
" '
an;.j
partu uiar .utilot: ..or (..uuumaia and his Ideas for remedyBmetfafl und fled.
...
the Pullman company Saturday by against
against trade unionism.
ing
the
Neighbors who saw him go were
conditions prevailing in the
the supreme court of Kansas for not
TO
to
American
Martinez,
central
Interfere.
who DISOBEYING OF ORDERS
renubllcs.
afraid
comply
with the Kansas corporaHe said that Mexico has through
has heretofore borne a good reputation laws.
Th ouster
out its trouoie with Guatamala, which
tion, was crazed with drink and acted
the tw0 companies must pay the charcame very near forcing a war, main
like a mad man.
ter les required by the state bef?e
WORK
SALT
AT
CAUSES DEATH
Mrs. Martinez, who regained containeu
the
attitude of a friendly
i""y an continue to do business in
power,
ana
sciousness,
said she did not know of
IN
HAYWOOD
mat
TRIAL
Is
attitude still main
Kansas.
is exDected that both
It
any motive for the attempt upon her
tamed. He said that if a war should
companies will appeal the cases to the
become Necessary, Mexico will make
life.
Jrif n0 court or the United States.
a
it
one.
OF THREE
Tlie first report of the shooting was
brief
Kansas corporation laws re
ISoise,
13.- - Senator W.
May
Idaho,
LAKEJITY
Regarding
brought
by two boys, who notified thi
conditions
quire that a foreign corporation, be- K. Korah has got
Diaz said:
more to think about "I believe the best solution
police.
They
qnlckly
th
of
Informed
fore it. can transact business In Kan- - than
anybody. He lias a large law lentral American problem would be
Under Sheriff Fred lleyn.
Heyn ar8' mu;;t first secure a license to do practive, is special counsel
for the an amalgamation of these countries
rived at the Martinez home at 12:20
businr.ss from the state charter board. state in the Haywood
case,
counsel
for
American
p.
strong
Smelter
Company
one
into
government.
m.. where he found Mrs. Martinez Engineer Killed. Fireman Fz
Mexi
This liunse is usua:y granted on the the defendants in some land fraud
and Deputy Constable Francisco do
with th:
payment or a charter fee bused on case's set for trial in the northern part co is willing to
Lopez.
Mrs. Martinez's story of the
Grants Raise of 10 Per
the capital stock of the company. In of the state this month, and, It has United States In forming a protectortally Hurt and Three
trouble Is as follows:
the rullman casj the amount, involved been reported, a grand Jury has voted ate over them and in any other measure
is about $19,01)0 and in the Western an indictment against him on account
that will be beneficial to such a
"Juan came home about 11 o'clock,
Cent In Wages.
Tramps Are Injured.
dead drunk. I was washing our
Union case the amount is about flO,- - of some alleged government land ir- government.
1
"I want it distinctly understood,
clothes.
He started to quarrel.
regularities.
Why the, Suit is Brought.
tried to keep him quiet.
No official announcement of such however, that Mexico wants no addilie cursed
Salt Lake City, May 3. The plant me
City,
May
13.
Oklahoma
Two
a iiu
territory.
and finally drew the revolver and
It is big enough
suns were brought,
not to an indictment has been made, but tional
of
the
American Smelting and Kefln- pointed it at my forehad.
Luckily Itock Island freight trains collided
ume tne companies out of Kansas, Borah, the United States district attor- now."
but to compel them to pay this char- ney and the federal Judge nave reing company at Murray, a suburb of the gun did not go off. I then em- head-o- n
a few miles west of Lima,
cently visited the president for the
ter fee to the state which
this city, which closed down lat week braced him, and usmyI did so the gun Okla., early today.
fordiscussion
subject.
WYOMING
My
to
of
eign corporations have paid.other
oft
COURT
that
went
close
left
hand.
SETS
throwing about 1.200 men out of arm was powder burned."
Charges were made at the White
was brought by the attorney The suit
Engineer curry and a negro were
work, resumed operations this mornHouse that the district attorney did
nearly two years ago. The twogeneral
Mrs. Martinez stoutly
maintained killed, and the fireman was fatally
coming under the protection, of about 75 that she had had no trouble with her
panies tried to take the case to th not ilk Borah and had promoted inCASES FOR TRIAL deputy
Injured.
sheriffs.
husband.
The neighbors said that
leuerai courts on the ground that adictment to proceedings against him as
u here was no disorder, however, they had apparently ilved happily
favor
The head brakemau
the Western Federation of
and three
toui ineir business was of an in- Miners,
and a majority of the men who walk- gether, and why Martinez should tramps were seriously Injured.
W. D. Haywood is
terstate nature and that the state had secretary.of whichcharge
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 13. In th ed out a week ago have returned to want to shoot his wife was beyond
That
has not taken
no right to interfere with the business
Engineer Wallen, who 'escaped In
root hereabouts and probably not at United States district court here to- work, accepting a ten per cent in their reasoning.
of either company.
jury, assumes the blame for the col
day K. T. McCarthy, K. M. Holbrook, crease in wages offered by the com
Judge Pollock, of the United States Washington.
MarHeyn
Under
Sheriff
said
that
He had orders to take a sid
lision.
pany, but previously rejected by the
he's not a nrev to worrv. A K. K. Iwonabaugh and Hooert
circuit court for Kansas, refused to callWithall
tinez bore a good reputation, and up lug at Lima, but went by.
ills office disclosed him in a
who were indicted for con- strikers.
ago
take Jurisdiction in either case, say- roomatlined
to
worked
mouths
several
he
had
ceiling
to
spiracy
from door
with
in the acquisition
of coal
ing that no federal question was
at the Santa Fe machine shops as a
law books, shaping up authorities for lands, were arraigned and pleaded
as the controversy was simply the
machinist.
Haywood
case.
I
When
asked
him
not
guilty.
OF
a question of the right of a state to as to the status of the trial he said:
While working there he broke an COMMENCEMENT
MAKES
WHEAT
SENSA
Holbrook,
Lonabaugh
McPhiland
regulate the corporations doing busiarm and since then has been unemIt is not possible to forecast with amey will be tried Jointly on July li.
ness in Kansas.
ployed.
any certainty the length of the trial,
aiccartny demanded a separate
Justice R. A. Burch wrote the opin- but in the absence of the unexpected trial,
"I think he will surrender when he
is set for July 17.
which
NEW MEXICO
I should consider It a fair
ions in both case.s, each comprising
gets
sobered up," said Under Sheriff
Kuess that
TIONAL
ADVANCE
cases
The
C.
a
of
John
Teller,
about fifty pages of typewritten mat- the end will be reached in the first
lleyn. "lie has a good reputation, Is
brother
of
Teller,
Senator
Colo
of
ter,
week of July.
an industrious man and seldom gets
Power of the Stat at Stuln
drunk. Why Martinez should want
iou are eointr to hear si wonder rado, who Is accused of cutting timThe capital stock of the Western ful story when the iurv Is flnallv se ber on government land, and W. F.
INSTITUTE
to shoot his wife I can't understand.
Brittaln,
Sheridan,
at
Lnion is given at $100,000,000, and cured," continued
the senator. "I who is charged
They must have had some trouble, of
with
interfering
with
looked
over
again last night, and it
it
the Pullman company $74,000,000.
which she declines to talk."
The question involved in these case.s is beyond anything I ever read. The the malls, and H. W. Davis, a stock
According to a story told Justice of
is the Jurisdiction of the legislature matters involved are suggestive of the man of Buffalo. Wyo., charged with
Peace Chaves, whose ottlce Is In
the
perjury,
connected with the unlawful
over corporations doing an interstate work of the Molly Maguires, but their
liarelas proper, the Martinezes sep- El Paso Boy Among Class of
Crop
acquisition
methods,
Is
government
Reported
of
are
like
Damaged
things
lands,
in the
other
business. Justice Burch, In his opin- world,
arated about six months ago and afhave been subject to evolution, also set for trial during July.
ion, draws the distinction very
Mrs. Martinez deFourteen Who Graduate
terward reunited.
closely
here we have their latest developand
May
Stuff
Bread
between state and Interstate busi- and
nied that there had been any trouble
ness. He holds that the state, through ment. I have never Bald that the men iikaijim;
mijs.
them.
between
at Roswell This Year.
committed these offenses;
its legislature, has authority to ex- underis arrest
Become Scarce.
SLIT COMES II TODAY.
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon two
a matter for the Jury to deterclude absolutely a foreign corpora- that
two
deputy
constables
sheriffs
and
13.
Concord.
N.
Mav
II..
This
is
All
say
mine.
I
is that somebody
tion as well as those inside the state, did committhat
were searching the vicinity of the
the day set for the hearing of the
and that the dis- three
and hence has authority to pass an closure will them,
shooting for Martinez. The officers
the
startle
entire coun- ter to trustees in the Mrs. Eddy matChicago. May 13. Wheat took a looking
act regulating foreign corporations.
Itoswell. N. M., May 13. Tlie
be substituted for Mrs. Eddy, tremendous
for the man ure Deputy sheritry."
jump at the opening of
The decision is to the enVot that
commencement exercises of the
ConC. Coulter and Montoya.
ffs
With regard to the charges aeak.st as the "next friends" as the actual the Board of Trade today,
initial
the
New
Mexico Military
the
plaintiffs
neither
Institute
Pullman nor the Westren him Borah has said that he would
in the case. The matter is prices showing a gain in leading op- stable Lopez Is assisting them, with
are to take place May 19 to 22.
Union company can accept any state be ready to meet
an extra constable.
any indictment before Judge Chamberlain, of the su- tions of
8 cents.
to
year
The
graduating
claits
this
business without tirst complying with against him thirty minutes after it was perior court.
The opening was the wildest and
numbers 14, comprising the fol- General Streeter and P. M. Hollls, most
the state corporation laws. The su- reported. He will probaoly try to seexciting that has been seen in SX I U4STS PLAN TO KOMI- lowing cadets: William M. Kelt
preme court does not hold that elth-- r cure a postponeiwrit of the land fraud lawyers for Mrs. Eddy, absolutely re- years.
NATK JKHSEY OOVEIt.XOK. 4 and Nathaniel Gammon of Lonls- of the .companies is obliged to com cases in northern Idaho. If that is fused to assent to any proposition to
feeling in the country that
buig, N. M.; Walter Coppinger.
Trenton, N. J., May 13. The socialtaken before the theThe
ply wnn tne state laws in order (0iiui uone ins clients win nave to gel have depositions
crop
wheat
had
badly
been
hurt
are 4 San Angelo, Texas: J. Klliott
ists
of
hearing
in the court.
It is known was strong and the demand came panninK tlieto state aof New Jersev
transact, interstate business. In other otner counsel. witn Hint the big isDoyle. Mexia, Texas Itobert (iar- run
man for governor
tliat Streeter and Hollls are confident from all parts of the United States,
words .either company might refuse sue is the Haywood case.
rett, Santa Ke. N. M.; Donald W.
of the state of New Jersey, and to
that upon their showing the substito accept any business originating and
was
comparatively
The
market
Hamilton, Hoswell: Jacob M.
conventhat end have called a state
tution will be made by the court, quiet
terminating in the state and be ex1 lo'clock and prices held
after
Harlan, Fort Uayard. N. M.;
parts
tion
state.
from
There
all
of
the
and
in that event such depositions as steady around Stt for July
empt from the payment of any char- COURT DECIDES IN
T,
97
and
is a large representation of the social
Harold L. Hell, kll I'aso; Hrew
nugnt be found necessary for pros-- i
ter fees.
September.
for
ecting the suit In equity by the three
Kennard. (Jrandview, Texas; Alsettlement from all parts of the state.
Upholds Hit- - Bush I .aw.
bert C. Miller, Cleveland, Ohio;
There Is also a movement on foot to
trustees would be taken under their OXK
Another important feature involved
MAX KIM.KK
FAVOR OF UNIVERSITY direction.
paper
publish
Jaffa Miller, Hoswell: Heicy V.
a
of
tlie
Interests
in
the
in the case is whether the Hush corOX
CKXTKAIi
OHIO
movement and devoted to the interI'ollard. Kspanola, N. M.; Jack A.
Also before the court is a motion
poration law, enacted by a populist
ests of the socialist party. This is a
of the trustees in which counsel the
Stewart. Tucumcari, N. M., and
V V I
legislature, applies to a corporation
new departure of socialism, and Is the
Jones Taliaferro, Jr.. White oaks
next rrlends," ask that the trustees
May
Ohio,
13.
4
Columbus.
which already was doing business in
Washington, May 13. The United be included among
X. M.
result of uctive war during the past
or
open
Dashing
through
an
the state at the time the law was en- Mates supreme court today decided u rather added to thethetendefendants,
years,
Tlie sermon to tlie cadets is to
In which tlie socialists
three
original
switch at Truro station, twelve 4 have
acted. The supreme court holds thit
In
be by Itev. ill. pastor
h
rapid
made
strides
between the Wyoming fendants named, and It Is expected
forward
it
miles southeast of Columbus to- n corporation must get
state.
Christian
the
church of Hoswell. on
permission Agricultural college and the Univer-'ththat motion also will be disposed
day,
express
Virginia
tlie
West
Sunday, May 19, and Dr. William
from the state to continue to do busi- sity of Wyoming as to which of thoso of today.
upon tlie Ohio Central, was deness here, even though it may have institutions is entitled to the national'
Pending a judicial determination as
Frederick Slocum. preideut of
i iti:sii ami
nd
fi
railed and one man walking
been located here at the time the la v government funds contributed t the to whether the trustees sli.tli become
Colorado College will deliver tlie
imooki.YX .i:ts
along the side tra'k was killed
was passed
address
to the graduating class
state for the support of an auricul-- 1 ,,u" a' tu il plaintiffs. ir whether they
Hrooklyti. N. Y., May 13. The
and a number of trainmen were
on Wednesday iiiyht. May 'Jl'.
1'he Western Union company inadeitural college. In favor of the univer- - "hall be included with ami added to
I'ouch mansion is the Beetle today and
injured.
the
ten
'"'iginai
1
strong point of the fa.-- t thai the Kty, affirming the verdict of the Wv- defen.lants. .streeter
M
I
will be every day and flight this week
Most of tiie passengers escaped
i. i.e. i
iionis nave laKen tne position
government had grant-e- omiiiK suiireme court
of a lively effort to raise a large sum
with slight bruises.
",ake
lev
concession to
to the company the right to buildl
The case was instituted by the
the fresli air fund. This fund was t IXKHUATIXG Till" I.AXD- f for
lines along post roads and across ricultural college, located at l.andeT, lhe ""'"r sllJe'
originated last year by the St. Yin-ceIX ti A I' J V.Mi:sTOVX.
public domain and that the tram, which set up a claim for the $;,v umi
t oi oi: no oitsi:it ixci
do l'aul society, which gave
Somerville, Mass May 13. Somer-- I
lni.-siKM!'ADMIKW.
II
paid
by
't
of government messages was
some fifteen hundred children
two ville Is celebrating today the three
the national government for
I.VNIMM. AT
llll. I, SXIKS hlli CIIIVV
under the regulation of the United the year 1905.
Denver. Colo., May 13. The legis- weeks vacation
ut Port Jefferson. nunaredtli unnlver.-.a- i y ot the landing
having
pura
lature
passed
recently
supreme
Quite
stales postmaster general.
The
tlie
resolution
Ylncentlans
V
for
fa"T",
In
court
was
decided
at Jamestown. Mayor Charles A. Gris-coi- n
"S,
It
chased the well known Woodcleft Inn.
''J'1;'
"l"1'"1, f'" the observance of the SUOtli annivercontended that, by this arrangement, vor of the unlve.sny. uhi.h Is located','!
presided at the anniversary meetsary
landing
of
the
Jamestown,
they
tne Western Union company was to at Iaramie and which maintains an i. j. . i ...... n.. !! i !! . 1"
at
as
summer
fitted
which
have
a
the
ing in Broadway
Congregational
""..N-.n10 pi oceeu '!"
to
being
every
event
.1
house,
large
a certain extent transacting postal
observed
is
in
funds
und
the
this
raised
week
City Librarian Sam Walters
church.
,.
- ......
.
.
klJ
OI town in the slate, and especially In by the bazaar will be devoted to payloilllfianil
Tl.ij i ..1
ine
business and could not be interfered H'.neti.m
poet, read an
Foss,
well
known
the
"u,u
inrit squadron
of the I'acitic tills city and in Colorado Springs. ing for these improvements.
There
poem on the event. Itev. R.
the funds should continue to go""l!'be
t
fleet.
Hear Admiral Hemphill
wa The Colonial Dames. Colorado branch, is a general disposition to help pay original
W.
tlm
Wallace
made
addre.-that Insuttulon until further legisla-- 1 accompanied by Lieut. D. F Mennlx
tlie introduction of w
(Continued on Page l ive.)
for these expenditures in the cause "The Old National Homestead," the
tiun on the subject.
jvilm will serve as au aid on his sutT.
of poor children.
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Were Shrlners From Pennsylvania, Ohio and Western
New York.

l'roMccutlon.

ARE TO

STILL

AFTER THE

s

"

.

,,,1-,.--

,n

San
May
Francisco,
13.
Three
trains, bearing Shrlners, arrived from
the scene of the wreck near Santa
Barbara, where thirty-tw- o
Shrlners
lost their lives 8aturduy.
The pasjtengers all agree In the
statement that it was tne most de
plorable eight they had ever seen.
The wreck occurred at 2:35 In tha
afternoon on the Southern
Pacific,
five miles south of Surf, and vat
caused by a defctlve switch, while
the train was running at a velocity of
fifty miles an hour.
Four of the front cara of the train
Jumped the track and were literally
smashed to pieces.
exThe train caught fire, but
tinguished by passengers of vai
the two
last eoaClleS who were uninjured.
a score,
Besides the dead more that
.
were injured.
The victims were all Shrlners, whoM
homes were in Pennsylvania, Ohio
and western New York.
THE DEATH LIST.
Following is a list of the dead now
In the Santa Barbara morgue:
S. A. BICKFORD,
of
brakeman.
San Francisco.
J. DOUGLASS HIPPLE. Potentate
Rajah temple, Heading, Pa.
H. K. OITTLEMAN. Reading, Pa.
A. L. ROTH, Beading, Pa.
C. GILBERT STEFFE, Beading.
A. D. WASSON. Buffalo.
CHARLES HENRY, of Lebanon.
Pa.
JOHN W. CUTLER. Blnghanvpton,
New York.
MRS. J. W. CUTLER. Blnghamp-to- n,
N. Y.
CHARLES M. LOWING. Pullman
conductor, Buffalo.
C. W. AUSTIN. New York, agent for
McCann's Tourist company.
JOHN LACY, negro dining car
waiter.
R. W. SWEENEY, negro dining car
waiter.
MRS. WILLIAM W. ESSICK. Read
.
ing. Pn.
'
land. Ohio.'
'
MRS. CORA YOUXc?, Cleveland.
MRS. BRl'MACH, Reading.
GEORGE F. HAGENMAN. Read
ing.
BENJAMIN STOLZ. Reading.
HARRISON H EN DEL. Reading.
OLIVER T. KAl'FFMAN.
HENRY MILLER.
The following dead are at San Luis
Obispo:
S. S. SNYDER, Reading.
MRS. S. SNYDER, Reading.
RICHARD ESSICK, Reading.
THOMAS J. BRUNLAUCH, Read-

ing.
MISS STOLZ, Reading.
MRS. LOUIS ELLEXBOGcN. Allen town. Pa.
Allen-tow- n,
LOUIS N. ELLENBOGK.,

Pa.
HOWARD Ai.KlER. Hazeltoft,
Pa.
ALOXZO B. ROGERS. St. Paul,
Pullman cur conductor.
UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN, probably Mrs. Mary C. Ivins, Reading.
The InjiirtMl.
The following Injured persons are
at the San Luis Obispo hospital:
missing
brakeman,
R. Fountain,
last night, was brought to this city
His back Is Injured
this morning.
and the lower part of his body paralyzed. Fountain crawled a hundred
yards to flag tlie section following
and later was picked up and was conveyed to this city this morning.
W. H. Boyd, of Reading. Pa., badly
'
scalded.
Martin L. Henry, Shamokin, Pa.,
Injured spine and severeley scalded.
H. R. Lee. Orwlgsburg. Pa., fa.-lacerated, both hips cut and fractured
leg.

J. Iigan. Buffalo. X. Y.. leg fractured and three ribs broken.
H. A. Hartzel, Easton, Pa., severely
scalded and fractured leg
Charles McKiuney, Blnghampton,
N. Y.. back Injured.
Mrs. McKiuney, severely
bruised
about the body.
BinghampMrs. Fred Gummond,
iton, N. Y, ankle broken.
A. W. Hopple, Bennis Point. X. Y.,
severely bruised about neck.
Engineer
badly
Champlaine,
scalded.
Fireman Glen Thompson,
face,
arms and internal Injuries.
Mrs. Head and daughter. Helen, of
Reading. Pa., not serious
J. Galvln Hofferldge, of Reading.
Pa., left leg fractured, scalp uouud.
t'XKUAI. TltAlX Til
t AllllY Till) IKAI.
Santa Barbara, t.'al.. May
la. A
funeral train to carry the bodies of
victims of tlie Monda. wreck to their
former homes in the east is being
made up and will leave Santa Barbara as soon us the imiuest is finished
this afternoon.
There have been no
deaths
among the injured. Totalnine
number of
dead Is thlrty-t- w o.
CI I A KG I :i) HE ASSVl L'l'KI
lll OWN' CHILD

tHii(ii(IIiIlIt

Special to Tlie Evening Citizen.
Phoenix. Ariz., May 13. La- sario Yaroii. un elderly native of
4 tills city, is in Jail here charged
4 with the heinous crime ot as- saulltiuj his own child, a preoty
little girl, aged It years. He was
arrested by a constable ester- day und strenuously denied the
charge against him.
At the tune Varon was arrest- Intoxicated,
ed. he was partly
but not so drunk that he did not
know what he was doing.
Tlie assault w.i witnessed by
others in the house where Varon
lives with his two children. Sev- eral women, ultrucled by tne
si reams uf the little girl, looked 4
4 over a transom ami saw her
struggling
iih tlie man who
should have been her protector. They then telephoned for tt.T of4

tttttiirritttittx
fleer.
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SUPPLIES

Classified Advertisements

EVENING

RICHES OF

1ERTA

MINE

and
Toilet Accessories
WANTED.
WANTED A nice, gentle pony, withsome style to him. Bring to Putney's store,
stylish
WANTED Ladies wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
North Second
Mies Crane, 612
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
l44.
'Phone
tices wanted.
second
WANTED
Gentleman's
hand clothing. No. SIB South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

in

JoOANB.

MONEY to LOAN
Organ
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARM
HOUSES
RECEIPTS, as low m til
and as high as 1200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bltig.
116 West Railroad Ava.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

j

proprietor.

Furniture,

Superstitious Natives Refuse to Work

Pianos,

Soup",
Nail
Bnth Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Plaster, Com Flics,
Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Water
Etc, Etr.

Let us Supply You

o

It-Unde-

Haunted by Strange Sounds
and Ghostly Winds.
Tom Borgus, of Marfa. Tex., tells
n strange
story of trying to reopen
the famous Muerta mine, which is
said to he haunted. The mine is the
terror of the Mexicans of the upper
portion of the Rio Grande border,
and they can not be induced to visit
the locality where It is situated, much
less enter its dark and grewsome shaft
Borgus is an old mining man. He
has prospected all over the west and
southwest, and In many mining districts of Mexico. He was in Chihuahua n few months ago, when the
tory of the Muerta mine was told him
by a Mexican who was down there
from l'resldo del Norte. Borgus made
up his mind to take hold of, the
property.
He went to Marfa. and
had no trouble in obtaining title to
the mine. He spent some time in
trying to organize a working force
among the Mexican miners of that
section. Not a man could be found
who was willing to go with Borgus
to the mine and help him work it.
Finally, Borgus came over into NewMexico
and employed twenty-fiv- e
Mexicans to work in the mine, ne
to
them about the
said nothing
shaft, and underground workings being haunted. He took these laborers
to Murfa by train and rushed them
out to the mine, which Is located In
the Chlnatl mountains, about sixty
miles southwest of there, without giving them an opportunity to talk with
any of the local Mexicans.
In less than a week the whole body
of laborers were
back in Marfa
igain. They had deserted their work
despite the vehement objections of
Borgus. When questioned as to tne
cause of their quitting the job. the
Mexicans shrugged their shoulders
and answered:
"Spirits!"
Strange Rumbling Heard.
The leader of the gang of natives
told a thrilling story of the adven
tures of the men. He said that the
shaft is about 100 feet deep, and at
Its bottom a drift or tunnel extends
to a chamber of considerable size,
from which, It appears, a considerable quantity had been removed at
some period In the history of the
property. Thrs is evident from the
fact that a large pile of rich silver
ore was found at the far end oi tne
chamber. Soon after their arrival at
the mine Borgus set the men to work
cleaning out the shaft and straighten
ing up the decaying timbers. Some
of the men remarked while employ
they heard
ed In this work that
strange rumblings which seemed to
come from the Interior of the mountain. Borgus laughed away their
fears and told them the nolces were
only the echoes of the sounds from
their own picks.
When the shaft was cleaned up an
exploration of the tunnel and cham
ber was made. Borgus set the men
to work carrying the ore which was
to
In the chamber
the surface.
Shortly after they started in on this
the skeleton of a man was uncover- from the rubbish. This grewsome

sroitT

SAYS:

SATURDAY'S tiAMES.
N'atlonal League.

At Brooklyn

First game:

sight unnerved the superstitious men,
and a few minutes later, when an unearthly sound which seemed to come
from under their very feet was
heard, and was accompanied by a
strong gust of wind that extinguished
the lights, every man of them dropped their tools and fled In terror out
of the chamber, and up the ladder In
the shaft to the open air above. Borgus was at the surface and he witnessed the exit of the men with no
little dismay. He could not Induce
them to return to work, and despite
his entreaties they all left the place
and went to Marfa.
lie Tries Japs.
Shortly after his experience with
this first lot of natives, Borgus went
to Eagle Pass, where he employed a
number of Japanese, who had been
working in coal mines at Las Ksper-anzMexico.
He asked each man
if he was superstitious and believed
in ghosts, and alt of them replied In
the negative. He took the Japanese
to the mine a short time ago. He says
he did not care to take the risk of
having them frightened away by the
strange noises, and he is working
them on a new shaft which he is
sinking with a view of reaching the
chamber, directly from aoove. Mr.
Borgus admits that the noise Is to
be heard at Intervals In the mine and
that It Is very terrifying. He says
that there Is nothing supernatural
however,
about the demonstration.
and that it Is undoubtedly produced
by the wind escaping through an unseen opening In the back part of th
He has tried to find this
chamber.
mysterious opening, but has not succeeded so far. He thinks by sinking
a shaft into the chamber from above
a. new current will be formed, and
that the unearthly noise will cease.
The ancient mining records on file
in the archives of the state of Coa-hulMexico, at Saltillo. are said to
show that tip? Muerta mine was operated by the Spaniards more than
a century ago. It was abandoned on
account of the mysterious and weird
demonstrations that were said to have
occurred in the underground workings. Efforts have been made at Intervals of every few years during the
last half century to reopen the mine.
.Miners Frightened Away.
In every Instance the superstitious
Mexicans were frightened away on
account of the alleged spirits. A
ago an American took hold of
the property and set a gang of Mexicans to work on the mine. Several
of them were In the tunnel and chamber when a sudden gust of wind
swept over them, extinguishing their
lamps, and then came the most
shrelklng and terrifying sound that
they had ever heard. They lost no
time In getting to the surface, and
all of them asserted positively that
the earth trembled violently and that
an Invisible force seemed to lift them
off their feet while the demonstra-goin- g
on.
The Mexicans
tlon was
could not be induced to return to
work, and the mine was again aban-e- d
doned.
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BLACK LION SHOT ON FRIDAY,
13TH

TURNS AND ENGAGES

EX-

PLORERS IN FIGHT FOR LIFE
M US.

POWTXL-COTTO.-

DE-HU-

V

KCRIRKS
GRAPinCAMTV
HAND'S IttSiPEKATE
BATTLE
MM) OF MOST KKM ARKABLE
HONEYMOON'.
C'lmplor VI.
By Mrs. II. Itrayton Powell-CottonWithin a few days we were affaln
on the march, making for the southern end cif the lake. By the banks
.)

fit

of the Passa, stretches of grassy
plains teeed with antelope, while
herds of buffalo roamed In the denser
bush close to the river.
It was a great Hon country. Troops
of them would come so close to our
camp at night that we could sometimes evpn hear them crunching the
But, albones of their victims.
though thev roared from Just after
dusk to the first faint Hush of dawn,
try as we would my husband failed
to get a sight of them ill daylight.
a solitary
At last one morning
beast, still hungry, as his ry told us,
continued to roar a little later than
usual. While It was still dark my
husband, his gunbearers and a few
porters, made rapidly in the direction
of the sound.
Another famished roar guided thulr
steps until they sighted at length a
Hon, rapidly makhuge black-mane- d
ing his way along a valley towards
the thick scrub on the river side. At
my husband's first bullet the bent
its
turned to growl at him and show
awy,
teeth, before lumbering heavily appartwo
or
quick
shot
Another
ently disabled It, for It sank down
among the sunburnt grass, and noth- -

)

charge of the predion of the shaft.
large part of the amount needed
has been guaranteed.
The monument will be of native
niArtila frnm thtt Miii.rUa t ltn.1.1.
ity. with a base of sandstone obtain
ed along a road nenr Muldrow which
was much traveled by Sequoyah. The
cost will be about 15,000, most of
which will be subscribed by Chero
kee trinemen. who hoia the name of
Sequoyah In reverence.
The Idea to erect a monument to
Pequoynh was suggested In 1891 by
S. Holden or Fort Gibson, but not
until a few days ago did the enter
prise take definite shape. Finally a
meeting was called at Muldrowr and
he Sequoyah Monument association
organized. Now It Is believed there
will be no more delay.
Little Known of His History.
But little is known of the h'istorv
of Sequoyah. He was born In the old
herokee nation In Georgia, about
176 7. Hs father was a German trad
er named George Gulst, and his
mother was a full blood Cherokee,
whom tribal historians describe as
one of the most beautiful and queen- or ner race.
Sequoyah was one of the first
Cherokees to come to Indian Territory, arriving about 1S37, then an old
man. He remained six years, then
went west. He died In New Mexico
1843. His place of burial has not
been located.
Sequoyah Invented the Cherokee
alphabet between the years 1822 and
124. It contains eighty-fiv- e
charact
ers. He first taught it to his little
daughter, then to others. In 1831
Phoenix, the
the Cherokee
first
newspaper of the Cherokees, appeared at New Echota, Ga. By this time
many of the Cherokees had become
familiar with the alphabet and the
newspaper was welcomed
by the
tribesmen, who were pioneers of
among the aborigines. In 1843
the Cherokee Advocate, the first news
paper In Indian Territory, was start
ed at Tahlequah, the historic capital
of the Cherokee nation. It was printed In Cherokee and English.
Prophet Honored at Home.
When the separate statehood move
ment was started in 1895 the con
vention which met nt Muskogee to
draft a constitution for the proposed
state to be made of Indian Territory
selected the name "Sequoyah" for the
Tne name Sequoyan
commonwealth.
by the following
suggested
was
w
eulogy, rltten by J. S. Holden, which
appeared In the Fort Gluson Post
October 15, 1904:
The Cadmus of his race
A man without a peer;
He stood alone his genius shown
Throughout a hemisphere.
Untutored yet so great;
Grand and alone his fame
Yes, grand and great, the future

DEATH OF THE CHEAT BLACK LION.
From Photograph of Wild Boost Mailt' on SM.t Wlicif He Was Iiaid Low
After Thrilling t'ljrhl for Life.

drift run from the 200 foot level and
a sumo about twenty feet deep. He
concluded to sink this shaft another
100 feet and run a new drift to the
ledge.
After sinking sixteen inches
he ran into a body of ore which was
cutting across the shaft at an angle.
At the bottom of the shaft where the
vein Is full seven feet wide the gray
cornier shows all through the ore
Without sorting the ore gives values
The Importance
of $47 to the ton.
of this strike is indicated by the fact
that no coooer had been found In the
Last Chance vein, and none in that
portion of the camp, except In one
level of the Viola, where ore running
3 ner cent In copper was found. Mr.
Fritz Is now at the company's headquarters In Elgin, 111., arranging for
of thi
the extensive development
nronerty.
A contract has been placed for the
erection of a gallows frame on the It.
E. Lee mine, adjoining the Ielly my
The latter is down 315 feet, the flf'h
level, where a crosscut showed five
Sinking is being
feet of fine ore.
continued. The drift in the Bly leadLee
shows such fine
ing towards the
ore so close to the Lee that Mr. Lister
has concluded to sink and drift to
wards this body of ore, w hich he an
tlci nates will extend well into the Lee
ground. This is a body of ore that
he has not figured on, nor had me
North American company at first, but
which has been developed by the la:
ter, and which will probably prove a
bonanza for both the Lee and the

comrades behind him, and the enraged animal, uttering short, defiant
roars, altered his course to dash down
on my husband. In rapid succession
he fired the two barrels and turned tor.
grasp the other rifle from his
There
The man was gone!
was no time to reload.
gun-beare-

.

EUROPE

--

J

Blv.

The Oood Luck mine at Lake Val
lev Is being equipped with a 100-to- n

J

Africa

amalgamation
and
concentration
plant. The ore Is chiefly lead, silver
and gold. A shaft 120 feet deep ha
disclosed the same vein as is devel
oped in the Bridal Chamber proj
erty. J. H. Elspass, of Denver, is In
stalling the plant.
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Wonderful Eczema Cure.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years." writes N. A. Adams, Henri
etta. Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted
By chance we read about electric bit
ters; bought a bottle and soon no
ticed Improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottles
were used, when our boy was com
pletely cured." Best of all blood med
lcines and body building health tonics
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c

MOMBASA

Black Dotted Lines on the Map From Paris Down to the Eastern Coast or
Africa and Then Into the Center of the Dark Continent S'"w the
Boute of the Hemarkable Wedding Tour of Mrs. Powell-Cotton.

Ing coi'ld be seen of It above the leval
of the plain.
Climbing up Into a
treetop, my husband discovered Its
hiding plnee. and sent another bullet
home. At this the lion staggered to
his fert, and threw himself with a
groan behind a little bush and nestled
at the foot of a tree.
After an hour and a half's patient
watching, during which the beast
showed no signs of being able vo
move, it was decided to approach.
Arrived about twenty yards from the
bush, tne porters began to fling sticks
at the supposed dying beast.
Suddenly, as one stick lighted on
the bush, the Hon sprang up an1
came out. full of strength and fury,
straight for the man. He, naturally,
turned to join in the flight of his

Friend in Need
ways with You.

w

Al-

'HEN you have

Heartburn,
Colic, Coated Tongue, Suspected Breath,
throat,
or an
incipient Cold, take a Cascaret.
Remember, all these are not merely
Discomforts, but Indications of a serious
Cause.
Nip them in the bud eat a Candy Cascaret. Cascarets don't purge, nor punish
the stomach like
"Physics,"
They act like Exercise on the Bowel- Muscles that propel Food, and that squeeze
the natural Digestive Juices of the body
Into Food.
Acid-rising-- ln

g,

"Bile-drivin-

Cascarets ward off, or cure, the following
diseases:

Consl:fal:on

Bud Breath

Biliousness

Indigestion
jyyspepsia

Torpid Liver

A ppendicitis
Colic
Worms

'ies

Ileadaihe

Diarrhoea
Flatulence
Jaundice
Nausea
I

'ertigo

Pimples

Blotches
In such cases a little Cascaret in time is
worth fifty dol!ar3 worth of Treatment later
on, to say nothing of the suffering, discomfort, loss of Business Energy, and loss of
Social Sunshir.e it saves.
Headaches,

flinging his empty rifle into the
fate of the lion, he turned to fly. But

Topics

ground. Like all the cat tribe, it hai
gathered its feet together for the
spring, so that the claws were fast- ened on my husband's back ami the
Inside of his knees.
The left forepaw tore away the
clothing under his arm to get at the
flesh, while the right, aiter an attempt
to rend the abdomen, which luckily a
folded "punch" in the coat pocket
prevented, caught the victim's bare
head and endeavored to drag it up
and scoop out the eyes.
He meanwhile was shouting to the
gunbenrers to shoot at once ant never
mind him. But a single portnr was
the first to stir. In an instant ae had
run up and was showering mighty
blows on the lion's forehead with his
only weapon, a huge knubkerry. Ttv;n
the headman Joined him to s!a-)the
animal's eyes w ith a hinnohide whlDe.
This distracted the lion's attention
my husband for the second or
two that were needed for a N'ubio
askarl to shoot the brute through the
Always ready for an emergency of
the kind, my husband had happily
some tabloids of permanganate of potassium In his pocket, a solution of
which ho at once made the men wash
into his wounds.
Then .after taking
photographs of the lion where It lay,
he rode back to camp. Though none
of the seventeen wounds he received
from the lion were very deep, one can
never be sure for three or four days
what the end may be.
But nothing
could dampen my husband's pleasure
at securing so fine a lion.
While I
was watching him nervously during
the bandaging, in fear every moment
he might taint, he would break out,
"But it's a grand beast the ijest
mane I've got yet'."
To my great relief
the wounds
healed quickly, and it was not long
before we were oft on another Hon
Curiously enough, this lion
hunt.
was the thirteenth shot by my husband, and the day of the accident was
Friday.
It was with mingled feelings of
pleasure and regret that, In the
month of January last, we set our
faces towards the frozen shores of
Europe.
Scientifically, the trip has been a
successful one. Among a large collection of skins and heads brought
back by my husband, six new specimens have already
been named.
These consist of a black and white
a
monkey, a black honey-badge- r,
water antelope, a smoke-gracat, a
giant eiel)hant snrew. and a big red
buffalo.
Another Interesting specl-in- g
nien ls a fine kapl skin and skeleton,
already in the British museum,
My own particular hobby were but.
tertlies. of which 1 sent home about

Heartburn,
in the throat, and Colicky feel- are sure s:gns of bowel trouble from
tood poisons, and should be dealt wnh
promptly.
8.UUO.
One Cascaret will stop the coming
trouble, and move on the Bowel load. If
taken at the first signs.
Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket Box MINING
of Cascarets with you constantly.
Acid-risin-

'

j
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CLOSES

DEAL IN CATTLE

From a complication of diseases
aggravated by continual mourning fo
her son, Charles, who died a few
months ago, Mrs. Avelina G. Gonzales, 55 years of age, died at
home at 523 New York avenue, at
4:45 o'clock Sunday morning.
Mrs.
Gonzales was a wealthy member of
one of the most widely known
erican
families in the territory,
and the news of her death will come
as a shock to a large circle of friends.
relatives and acquaintances.
The surviving members of the fam-frotwo sons and three daughters
are C. A. Gonzales, a prominent
t.
stockman, and Miss Candelaria
zales, of this city; C. G. Gonzales, als.j
a well known stockman, of Corrales;
Mrs. R. F. Heller, wife of the prom
lnent merchant of Cabezon, and Mrs.
E. M. Sandoval, wife of the former
sheriff of Sandoval county, also of
Cabezon.
Funeral notices have been sent out
to a large number of people and there
no doubt will be a large number to
attend the funeral.
Further announcements will be made later.
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J. A. Harlan, of Silver City, pre
sented the lowest bid that was open
ed on May 1st for the construction of
28.000 square feet of concrete side
walks and gutters at Fort Bayard.
As soon as he hears of the accept
ance of his bid. he will begin work
on this very important improvement,
Should he receive an acceptance of
his bid as is confidently expected at
the hands of the quartermaster gen
eral of the United States army at
Washington, he will, so we are in
formed, instal at Fort Bayard a com
plete plant for the manufacture of
Portland cement diocks ana oncK,
BInckrock. May 13. When the im
mense dam and great reservoir here
are completed, a ditch, the acequla
Madre will be put in. This will be
eight miles long and will furnish suf
ficient water for irrigating about 8
000 acres of land which, with water
and proper cultivation, will raise fine
crops of cereals ana vegetaDies,
Raising field peas for fattening
sheen and hogs is becoming an im
portant industry In the San Louis
valley. In this district the lamb crop
has uveraired over 100 ner cent ow
ing to the abundance of water and
general favorable conditions. The re
cent cold snap did not do any ap
preclable damage to sheep.

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
i

Jacob Caufman has returned to the
eitv from Holbrook und vicinity
company
In
with B. F
where.
Sweetwood and George McDougall, he
had been for several days buying cat
tie. s:ivs the Williams, Ariz., News.
Thev succeeded In purchasing 305
head, of which Mr. Caufman will get
1 r 4
and Mr. Sweetwood 151 head
The cattle are being driven overland
and are In charge of Bobby Hall and
Hoy Wolf, assisted by B. Black and
Jim Geddlng. As soon as the cattle
arrive here they will be divided Mr,
Caufman's being taken to his ranch
northwest of town, while Mr. Sweet
wood's will be driven to his ranch at
Cockscomb. Another shipment of 160
head will be made about June 1st
in which George McDougall ls inter
ested, he being unable to purchase any at this Tnie for immediate de-

Be

Buyer

Clothing

J. D. E&kln, President
O. Olomj, Vlc Preildent.

WHOLmBAL

4

QIOMI.

OCALKRB IM

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp
ivrytblng la ttoek lo outfit
bar eompltf

W

tuo$t fmstldioua

tb

Hv been appointed axelualva agent In tha 8outhwat for Jaa. t.
SchllU, Win. Lamp and 8t Loula A. B. C. Brawariaa; Yallowaton.
Grean Rlvar, V. H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other atandard brand of whleklea toe numeroue ta mantle.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat Mil the etmlght article a received by u from the beat laerlee.
DiBtillerlee and Breweriea In the United Stat a. Call and lnaeeet ear
Stock and Prtcea, or writ for Illuatrated Catalogue and Prlae Llai
Uened to dealers only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Bra Caatlng; Ore, Coal and Lumber
Shafting, Pulley. Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Column Car;
and Iron

Front for Building.
Kmpmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Mmohlnory m Bpmolmttr
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque,

If In the past you have paid a mer
chant tailor fancy prices be fair once
with yourself and this season, at least,
look at a line of very fine

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS
We Can

Save

You

Half

lour Clothes

Money

This is no idle talk, we can do it and
give you garments and the chances
are with more style and better values.
Put It up to us.

We are specializing Kohn Brothers'
Fine Clothes for men.
There Is nothing finer.
Sold exclusively in Albuquerque at
this store.

m
hit,
ti- MKMORATFU.
111:

Tuls.!, I. T., May 13.

Always

s

a

Pleasure to Show

You

NUE

Through

M. MANDELL

I

MO

COMMERCE.

Prop'.

West Railroad

Avenue

tranoiaoor

at

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

BARNETT,

JOSEPH
t

203

The St. Elmo

MONUMENT

N.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

GREATEST INDIAN

of the (.'herokee alphabet, for
hicli h
thn
has been designated
"American Cadmus" and the "greatIN THE
est of all Indians,"
is to be commemorated by a monument. It will
le erected ut Muldrow. in the CheroAll druggists sell them over ten million
kee nation, which Is but a few miles
distant
from the lodge in which Se
boxes a year.
quoyah liveil while u. resident of In-- I
Be very careful to get the genuine,
iiuu
still
Terra ry. Thif old house
An Important strike has been niad
made only ty the Sterling Remedy Comin the Pyramid district In the La?t standing.
as It may seem. Sequoyah
mine, the property of the jsut-to- n wasSiange
pany and never sold In bulk.
an illiterate man and could not,'
Every Chance
Mining company.
A. speak English.
R.
When
tablet stamped "CCC."
74a
Fritz, the present
manager.
took
The Sequoyah Monument associacharge of the property, he found a tion
will raise the funds and have

I

SuoeMOri to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

-,-

MK.MOKV OF SKQIOVAH. Ir-'I'Ol!' ( HKItOKKK AI.I'HX- -

Hellnl, fltecrvUry
BtchecM,

m.

9100 Reward. 9100.
Tha ranlan r, t . , n.nnp .(11 ha nl...
ea to learn that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its stages, and that
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith In Its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred bollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Bend for list of testimonials. Address:
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family fUls for constlpa- -

TO HAVE

Chi.

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Yourself

Fair Wild

i

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

dr-gls- ts.

Mr,

BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.

Colorado Springs, Colo., May 13.
Col James A. Lockhart, of Colorado Springs, president of the Lock-haLivestock company, which has
Its range in the southern part of thrf
state, has Just closed one of the biggest deals in cattle ever recorded in
the state.
He sold the cattle to the
Colorado Packing company and the
Western Packing company, both of
Denver.
The cattle comprise the
choicest Colorado bred steers to be
They have been corn-fe- d livery.
had today.
for eight months.
The first deSore Nipple.
livery alone will represent something
more than $100,000 In value, and the
Any mother who has had experience
entire deal represents considerably with this distressing ailment will be
over $500,000.
pleased to know that a cure may be
affected by applying Chamberlain's
For stomach troubles, biliousness Salve as soon as the child is done
and constipation try Chamberlain's nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many before allowing the babe to nurse.
remarkable cures have been effected Many trained nurses use this salve
by them. Price. 25 cents. Samples with the best results. For sale by
free. For sale by all
all druggists.
rt

CHUU.ES.

Commercial Printing

NIMG

I. F. Powers, the well known Cali
fornia detective, who succeeded in
capturing Eytlnge, the Phoenix mur
derer, has been paid the full reward
of $1,000.
He received $600 from
the territory of Arizona; $50 from
Maricopa county and $250 from the
Order of Eagles.

ZALES PASSES AWAY

SON,

J

v

JNews.

j

DEATH THE HESl'LT OF PIMM
OVEH THE LOSS OF IIKlt

is right

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

W. S. Mclntyre, the goat buyer,
came in from the San Andreas a day
or so ago where ne succeeded in pur
chasing a shipment of 2,000 goats for
the Kansas city market. Mr. Mcln
tyre, who has been buying goats for
years, states that Alamogordo Is the
point for
second largest shipping
goats in the United States, Uvalde,
Texas, ranking first. Alamogordo

ty-fi-

BIG

I

1

The Clark Coal company opened
an office In Gallup last week In the
rear room of the Banner drug store.
This office will be maintained here
until all the business of the Clark
company, In local matters, is settled.
Mr. Fodon, who was in charge of the
business at Clarkvllle ls in charge of
the Gauup omce. Gallup Republican.

The Saloma Townslte company.
Principal place of business at Tucum-car- i.
Quay county. Territorial agent.
C. T. Chenault, at Tucumcarl.
Capl
tal stock 13.000 divided into three
hundred shares of the par value of
10 each . Object establishing town
site and selling lots. Duration twen
years. Incorporators: W. L.
T. Chenault and Albert
Crutcher,
Wilborn, all of Tucumcarl.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor J,
W
Raynolds:
Robert Dross, of Las Cruces, Dona
Ana county; Jacob Floerschelm,
of
Roy, Mora county; Albert II. Har
vey, of Carrlzozo,
Lincoln county
Charles P. Mitchell, of Portales,
Roosevelt county: Amado Chaves, of
county
Albuquerque.
Bernalillo
Lauren W. Case, of Las Cruces, Dona
county.
Ana
IVwioffioe Site Clinnged.
The postoftice of Claphain, Union
county, has been moved two miles
southwest of its former site. Dolor
tas B. Martinez has been appointed
postmaster.

COL

are right

Our Work

.

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Fred Bockeler & Company have
purchased the Park house at Socorro.
The place has been given a thorough
overhauling and opened for business.
Carlsbad Is preparing to have a
rousing celebration on the 3. 4 and E
of July. The Jubilation will partake
of a gigantic ratification meeting over
tne government irrigation project.
Attorney James R. W'addlll. of Dem- Ing. Is attending court at HUlsboro,
Sierra county, where he has some
Important cases on the docket. The
major went over the middle of last
week and will probably remain in the
neck of that woods until the court ad
journs.

The fol
lowing articles of Incorporation have

LQCKHART

1

All Kinds

The Currlzozo Townslte company
will not advance the price of lots lor
the next thirty days.

Santa Fe. X. M., May 13.

been filed In the office of
Secretary J. W. Raynolds.

Our Prices

II. E. Davis has been made manager for the John Becker company at
Willard.

F. G. Bartlett, of Socorro, is au
thority for the statement that the
Ranch Supply company, in which he
Is one of the principal stockholders,
state
is erecting a store building a hundred
Should bear Sequoyah's name. und forty-tw- o
feet long in Magdalena.
The Sequoyah seal has been In
corporated In the seal of Oklahoma,
Hon. Frank W. Parker has caused
and the constitution to be submitted notices to
be posted to the effect that
to the vote of the people August 6 on the 25th of May In the
court room
Includes sections from the Sequoyah of the Socorro county court house,
constitution.
he will draw the names of those who
are to serve as Jurors in the presence
or certain court officials and such oth
er citizens as may care to attend.
OFFICIAL MATTERS

. A. G.

In an Instant It had sprung upon him
and hurled him violently to the

kA6B THRJOL

Territorial

civl-zati-

yj
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EVENING CITIZEN.

o

EUREKA!
Yea, I Hawe 1'ounU it at Last.
Found what? Why that Chamber-lalu'- a
Salve cures eczema and all
manner of Itching of the gkln.
I
have been afflicted for many year
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four time every night and
wash with cold water ta allay the
terrible itching, but sine using this
salve in December, 1905. the itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For saW by all druggists.
o
To Chicken renter.
Mausard'
Mill are
'"ng good
wheat at $1.49 per 199 lb

j j

j

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc,

SAM PLC A NO
CLUB ROOM9

o o o o a a aj

COAL

Genolne American block, per
ton
ig.M
f'errlilos Lump
.5a
Anthracite Nut
S8.S0
Anthracite mixed
ff.Od
Anthracite, stove .and furnace
aUea

.. ,

Clean Ga

99.5A

Coke

WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per

MM

load. ..

,ft

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

Phone.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACTH FOT7B

The ALBUQUERQUE

THE

EVENING CITIZEN
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MANAGING EDITOR

UN ELY EQl'irPEO JOB I1 FAHTM I.N T.
AIVEIITIS1; MEMO! IN THE SOVTIUVI

imping

A New Mexico man went all the
way to Worcester, Mass., to be married. Talk about a man going out of
his wav to look for trouble.

"They like Fairbanks in New England." says a New Mexico paper. MilThey'd like him
lions feel that way.
anywhere better than In the white
house.
O

T.

Penver man claims to have Invented a liquid that will make anybody's voice beautiful.
There are already several .liquids on the market
that will make anybody think he has
a beautiful voive
A

REnni.icAN rxricii in new mk.xko.

AX.UtQVEl;QCE ANB THE SOVTIIWEST.
KKPVlrtJCAX miNCIPLES ANP THE "SQVAUE PEAL."
ASSOCUTTD PRESS RETOKT ANP AVXIIJARY NEWS SKKVICE.
BOOSTING

Why Don't Tlir-- ltcal tlio Phimt?
There seems to be a great tendency
among our people to throw out paper
and other trash into the streets,
where it may bloT from place to
place and lodge against fences or
buildings. Carrizozo Outlook.

Science of Saving Resources

tTfie

"You remember Foremast when wo
were all in school together, don't
you?"
"Oh, sure."
"Remember how he ran away from
home once to be a sailor and was
caught by the police, and a year or
so after that tried to get into Annapolis?"
"Yet: what abcut him?"
"Nothing, except that his career
shows how that when a tendency Is
or in Kunsia.
strong
a youth it's bound to come
The New England farmers and housewives are much more economical out in inmanhood.
He s one of the
and Western leaders In
and saving than their brothers and sisters of the Middle West
'
the prohibition party in our
Ml
Mates.
county."
The Kansas farmer turns out an abundance of wheat, even more,
a
you
ever
walked
carry.
have
can
Hut
if
railroads
Bometlnles. than the
A little wind in New Mexico blew,
along a Kansas country road during the season when the golden wheat is
It blew ! It blew !
being carted to the railroad and grain elevator you will be surprised to see
with sand of yellowish hue,
Laden
Joggled
farmers'
off
the
have
which
on
roadside
the
wheat
drifts
of
little
the
That almost cut a person in two
bursting wagons.
It blew! It blew!
And if you have ever watched work in the big apple belts of Illinois and
Michigan you will wonder if some of those culls, the majority of which are
The wind storm yesterday was anfed to the hogs or actually thrown away, would not taste Just as good to other excuse for the knockers to
Hut what about the fine
fhe hungry little tenement child in the city as would the others that are knock.
weather we have been having lately?
shipped.
the knocker
John Elmore, a poor cobbler of Altoona, Pennsylvania, has sprinkled a One wind storm makes
all about the rest.
fluid made from common salt, oxalic acid and water over common ashes forget
general in
yesterday
was
storm
The
end made a fuel which is even better than coal.
At 3
this section of the territory.
John Elmore is a greater philanthropist than John P. Rockefeller and o'clock it reached its climax and great
has done more for humanity than Andrew Carnegie has or ever will do.
billows of line, cutting sand rolled
His recipe, which will soon be used by many an American housewife, across the prairies.
Travelers comwill cause the world's supply of coal to last four times longer than it would ing through on the trains bore witness that they first encountered tlu
were his discovery not made.
He saving because it Is your storm at Las Vegas.
We should all quit throwing away things.
Turn your thought Into an
duty to save.
Save time as well as money.
inventive mood and think if there is not something you can do for humanity,
In telling how to enter a newspaper
such as John Elmore has done, not for money, but for humanity's sake.
office, the Williams, Ariz., News says:
Advance to the outer door and give
three distinct raps. The "devil' 'will
You give him
attend your alarm.
your name, postoifice address and tho
number of years you are owing for
When a man is born into this world his work is born with him. There the paper. He will then admit you.
You will advance to the center of the
must
do
Each
Is much work to be done and a need for all the workers.
The work must room and address the editor with the
the work his hands find to do or stand aside for another.
following countersign:
Extend the
be done. If you are a worker the only thing to be done is to
right hand about two feet from the
WORK ON.
body,
with the thumb and Index
Your work, be very sure whatever it is is Important. Because all work finger clasping a tlO bill, which drops
no
is
There
No
in
vain.
life
is
No useful labor is lost.
is Important.
Into the extended hand of the editor,
star without a purpose and there is no life without a purpose. Your life and at the same time saying: "Were you
of
parcels
something.
are
They
count
for
necessary
looking
they
your work are
for me?" The editor will say:
i
"the Great Life and of the Great Work.
"You bet."
After giving him the
"
'
news, you will be obliged to retire
WORK ON.
a receipt for the obligation
It is not always easy to see the purpose of one's life work. It Is dif- with
properly discharged.
ficult to know the outcome.
But it is also difficult to know the beginning.
What matters it if
But there was a beginning and there is an outcome.
May-ry- !
May-ry- !
And both are
both first and last are unseen?
And work.
Life is here.
Quite Contrary.
May-ry- ?
May-ry- ?
parts of the whole.
your
garden
grow?
How does
WORK ON.
Po you see anything
The weaver who sits all day long at the shuttle cannot see all the
Like the flowers of spring
beauty of the fabric, but every flight of the bright steel helps on the outComing up in an orderly row?
come.
Do not stop your little machine.
It is intimately belted up with
millions of other machines, big and little.
Make your dole of the output.
May-ry- ?
May-ry- ?
Do not spoil the smallest part of the weaving.
My! but she's cross and sad!
WORK ON.
For, somehow or other.
Somewhere out of sight and sense is the big dynamo that sets all the
One frost and another
Has put everthing to the bad.
shafts to running.
You are connected up with one of the whirling line
All you need to do is to see that your belts are well sewed and that
shafts.
May-ry- ?
May-ry- ?
your pulleys run true.
Keep your little machine going right.
The head
Why do you feel dismay?
engineer will look after the rest!
Just wrap up the kittens,
WORK ON.
And put on your mittens,
Work for the Joy of working.
Work because life and health and salAnd shovel the snow away.
vation depend upon your working.
You are built that way.
What
May-rMay-rwould become of you were there no work to do?
Whatever
Work on!
your work whether it be of highest art or whether it be the heaving of
Not even a buttercup!
No wonder you're glum.
clay out of the ditch
This spring's on the bum.
WORK ON.
And the calendar's all mixed up!
When the timekeeper shall call out "Time!" it is so.in enough to quit.
Stuart Maclean.
Not before.
Undoubtedly the richest and most prosperous nation of the world, the
The tracts of timber and coal
Vnited States is perhaps the most wasteful.
lands which are destroyed with little thought for the morrow, the unneedful
waste of rare minerals and the slaugher of the fast dyinp out species of
American frame polnu out that In the scramble for gold we are not thinking
of the Vnited States of tomorrow.
American housewives are not less wasteful than their lords and masters.
of America in one
The (rood, nourishing food thrown away hy the
day would be enough to save hiilf the lives of the starving ones In China
hou-ewiv- es
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ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.

The people of New Mexico are preparing to give Captain Curry a welcome that will equal anything of the sort that has previously occurred in
the territory, says the Tucumcarl News.
This will be a fitting tribute to a
worthy son of this great commonwealth, who will doubtless appreciate the
recognition that we are going to give him, even more than the honor of
being the governor of his home state.
His friends and admirers, as many
of them as possible, should make It a point to be on hand when this function
Is pulled oft to show him that his fellow New Mexicans have faith in him
and are glad to welcome him back home.

...
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'olnnel Pryan has been the gue-- t of honor .. mo,. i,.tr.U. - than any
other public man in America, and his iif.- h.is been singularly fie- - fr..m indigestion and the presidency, says the tilol.. pemocrat.
N.i''j. idrr everything Mr. Bryan eats comes out in a liow of oratory which
little time
for iinl.nesiion or such small matters as Hi, presidency.
ei

City,

in K.

M. i)

president,
politic- - the woman
The price paid for

lection of

-

:i

The peop.e of Kansas I'ity now propose ., g'v
to
of bravery
four firemen who saved human life In the tl.ines ,,f th,. I'niwrsity building.
This is simply another case of hero worship and the chances, are that instead
of aiding them, the medals will spoil four good tinmen. A more substantial
anu less snowy testimonial would probably be better for
ncen.ed.
Now

that there

is a law on the statute book- - r.quiiing the registration
of births and deaths, the New Mexico statisticians ought to get busy and
e
show the imrea.se in population in the
Tertfo.v, i.o- - situ nl- to
Sun-h:t;-

the contrary notwithstanding.

It looks as though Manuel Sarin. uui. the e.l.ioi I Kl Pet.
1;. cl. s
publication iit Socorro, was in "heap big tioub
.;te;i
criminal libel, another amigo accuses him w ith na ii.g
board bill.

I'isor. a u

--

barge

,i

a

.l.r.

e del

k!y

.f

r

Silver City and the Iturru Mountain mining d.strn t are n.'.kii.g wons.jov i.,g
Hotn me : a
derful progress and developments these
a boom without knowing it.

da.

Unless all sign fail, the Magdalena, Mogolloii and other mining .11
trlcts will Insure Socorro county a leading position among the counties of
Hew Mexico, in the production of mineral for many yeais to t ome. Socorro
Chiefta.'n.
H .i i !:n...n

which

!

announces

r.oi mortgaged.

that th I'nion
How careless of Ed.

I'ai iric

lo.'S

ini.'rH

iiii.

of track
0 Hill,

F. H. STRONG

STRONG BLOCK

2nd and Copper
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AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific y
A
Principles.

Call and Sec Them.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
Cal.; D. Kldert and wife; Mrs. J. A.I
Puryea, Jamaica, N. Y.; E. E. Cooley
and wife. New York City; A. A.
Haines. New York City; E. M. How-- I
ard. El Paso; H. P. Hallett, Watrous,
N. M.; Max N. Nordhaus, Las Vega
J. H. Kobertson, Kansas City; H.
Jacobs, Topeka, Kansas.

t t

..

j

.

r

r.i.

Savoy.

Gilpen, Kansas City; Georg
W. Scharf, El Paso; Mrs. L. Hoi
Mayen, Ariz.; L. E. Harg, Warsaw
Mo.; Harold Holvtry, Haroball, N. P.
Charles Gallioer and wife, Phlladel
phla; F. H. Gowere, Chicago; K. h
Heafard and wife, Ellenwood, Kan.
H. O. Moore, Kuton; H. W. New
comer, Kingman, Ariz.; J. E. Coff-- J
J.

A.

Mogolla,

'

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

'

r

-

V

Ariz.

Craige.
J. H. Plunkett, El Paso; Wllllar
W. C
Matthews, San Francisco;
Maker, Kansas City; P. C. Coggeshal
San Francisco; E. J. Plalr, El Paso.
m

s
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"Laura."

"Yes. Pick."
She stepped a little nearer and he
put his arm around her. They were
Just awfully close together, and then
he kissed her and said something.
Mildred says he said. "I love you."
but all I heard was Laura's voice,
and I know she said, "Palling." It
was perfectly grand.
Mildred and I didn't mean to listen, but we're glad we did. for now
we know what makes Laura keep
saying that love is the most wonderful thing on rarth.

"Business Is good here," said Hugh
Trotter, of Trotter & Hawkins, grocers.
"We are getting in lots of
spring novelties In the grocery line
and can offer our patrons a wide selection of the delicacies of the season
at reasonable prices. Almost daily
we are adding to the list of new
things that we must keep in stock.
that the peoIt would seem from this keeping
pace
ple of Albuquerque are
with the world in their demand for
tile best that is to ie nau. i uenevu
thn neonle live better today than ever
before: surely they have a greater
variety of food, and variety is the
spice of life.''

I. AltKIV AI.K.
Tho AIviipikIo.
Penver;
Fred M.
John HeiiKon,
Kiaus. St. Louis: H. P. Ireland, Penver; It. L. Saxe, St. Louis, A. '.. Zeis-le- r.
l'OK hatching.
Chicago; V. W. Kelley. Kansas
Eggs 11.50 ped setting. Uose comb,
City: J. it. Kramer, Penver; W. J. r.rown
Leghorns
and Karred Itocks.
Hooth, St. Louis; M. Herdenheimer,
laying hens. Address
San Pure bloods. 24Estancla,
Pennsylvania: A. Abiahamsnu.
N. M.
Francisco; W. P. Hinchman.
San I. E. Pauley,
Francisco; C. It. Kellv; H. L. Holms,
m
w
xovkl.
Tin:
i:
ki:
St. Louts; C H. Plllsliurg, St. Louis; 'Tll-:OI.I 'E
IN
PH'TI KKS.
John W. Herweg, Indianapolis; Mrs. S I I
PIO. .
lLouderdall; A. A. Harmon. Flagstaff,
o
Arizona; F. .1. Pee, Peoria. 111.; K. H.
We do it right. KOCGII PUT. Im-- j
Herndon and wife, and Miss Pearl
Hemdoii and mother, Hollywood, perial Laundry Co.

jf There h Anytime Dearer To

I

i;;;s

The women are coming to the fore in the Peeo Wiilty, and it begins to
look like they are going to run things for a while.
Any man with less than
one wife is in serious danger. If the following from the Roswell Register
Tribune Is to be believed: "The Ilagerman town board is seriously considering
the passage of a special tax on bachelors between the age of II and 45.
It
is certainly a pity that Pexter is not incorporated so that it could take up
;
I
a similar campaign against the Notorious :).-- m's ciub, which has so
long boasted in its unrighteousness there."

old-tim-

i

a

A Carload of the Finest FURNITURE
Ever Seen in Albuquerque

"

"Well, one night last winter, you
and your father went out to cnurch
together. Just In front of me. and
Just at the top of the steps you tooK
your
father's arm and well I
thought I would give a good deal
to have you take my arm like that.
Po you remember that night?"
"No o o," said Laura.
Mildred nudged me, for we couldn't
see how on earth she could have
forgotten, for the very next day she
told us that she took hold of her
father's arm '"tenderly" to make an
Impression on Ion Smith.
Then Pick said: "When did you
begin to care for me. Laura?"
" h. I don't know."
"Can't you remember
when you
first knew that you cared?"
"Why do you remember that day
you took my hair ribbon off my hair
and my braids came out and flew all
over my face? I was awfully mad at
you for that."
"Oh. but you cared?"
" 'Twas right after, I think, that
I began to pare."
Mildred and I squeezed hands, so
did Pick and Laura.
"I must go in, now," said Laura,
making a little pile of the dead grass
on the walk, kicking it together with
her toe.
"Good night." said Pick, picking
bits of bark off the big maple. "I'm
glad you do care.
"I'm glad you care, too; good
night."
forget
You won't
"Good night.
that I'm going to read your Iitin.'
"I won t forget.

llOli

"The story ha reached here of a switch engine at Pemlng Laving the
yard where it was left by the crew when they went to supper, and started
for Rlncon by itself. There is nothing said about whether it had been
taking some of Tracy's best, or Just temporarily deranged, but in any case
who could blame It for wanting to get away from Homing?" The Outlook,
Carrizozo, N. M.
And while talking about It. the Ien.ing papers can hit
back neatly by observing that the engine made no strenuous efforts to g- -t to
Carrizozo.

The Kansas club women, who are me, ting in (.ii
e
recently had a regular
political r
over
Woman's rights may be all o. K.. but when it ioiiilobb.vist is there Jusi as numerous as a
ng the in.
votes would lie interesting.

y,

Cynthia Cirej.)
a bean, even
when she was a little, little girl, but
this one was different.
There was Charlie
Mack, who,
when we were way down In the primary grade, used to stand on his
head until he was dizzy Just because
Laura thought it was wonderful.
In the fourth grade she had a
lovely letter from Manley Smart. It
began, "Pear Laura. If I may call
you deer," and she said she never
rend any farther, for she never could
take any interest
In
a boy who
couldn't spell. she let Mildred and
me read It and it was perfectly grand.
When we were in the fifth grade
every one knew that Leon Smith was
perfectly crazy over her. He brought
her apples and candy and was Just
fine to her, but he had red hair.
Now we are all first year high and
It's Pick Moore.
Ju.t after she began to go with
him, Mildred and I noticed ..iat
there was something different about
the way Laura carried her head.
Once Mildred asked Laura to Just
give her a peep of one of' uick's
notes, and she said: "Mildred, love
Is a wonderful thing. It is the most
wonderful thing in the world. These
little letters are sacred."
That made us want to know all
the more, and we found out, though
we didn't mean to listen.
It happened last Sunday night,
when we stopped at Laura's house
after church and sat in the hammock on the porch.
It wasn't our fault that we heard,
for we were Just waiting for them
to come onto the porch,
then we
were going to Jump at them and
scare them; but they didn't come
clear up to the porch, they stopped
In the middle of the front walk.
"Have you your Latin for tomorrow?" asked Pick.
"I haven't looked at it."
"Let's go over it together at the
second period."
"Hut you have yours."
"Hut it won't take only a few minutes for me to go over it with you."
"Thanka ever so much."
Then neither of them said anything for a long time.
"Is that the north star, pick?"
"Yes, and there is the great dipper."
"Why do you always read my Latin
to me?"
"Don't you know, Laura?"
She shook her head.
"Mother says you are the prettiest
girl in school."
"Oh. that Isn't true, Pick; there Is
"
Mildred and Mary
Mildred and I nearly fell out of
the hammock.
"Yes, but I like you best of any
girl in school, and when a fellow
likes a girl best, then she is the
prettiest."
"Hut you said your mother said
"Well, she did. I told her so.
"How long have you liked me best.
Pick?"
"Po you want to know?"

Ijiura always had

"I'mh-umh.-
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TO BUY M PSAMO
OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE
Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
PIANO-BUYIN-

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

G

FORTY

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a thousand
dollar shipment of TALKING MACHINE RECORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

I

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BE8T AMERICAN
W.50
PER TON

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John

Beaven

S.

tOPY&HT

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
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LEARNARD

& LINDEMANN,

209 West Gold Avenue

Tfce

Square

established

Music Dealers
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iPhone 9S

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
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FEE'S
CANDIES,

TORE.

i'"P.

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

run ciiiiniu:v or toiy auk
mx am vomi:.
Tim

tomokkow.

of

Po not Injure Uieir jiliyslcal an.l
well biinp with liniiesUlile
lireail. Kemeinbe r, they grow
when fed best. Select a quality ot
bread that you know Is made rlgbt I:,
every way. Under ganitary conditions, of good flour, iironerly mixeil.
and baked, to ai to be wholesome unit
nuti Itiou. liaUinps' br d on ti ia.
will be found to fulfill every reu.ul.e-n- .t
nn-nt-

t

nt.

PIONEER BAKERY
20T

Sooth First Street.

ALLLQUEIcgUK

Monday, may is. mo:
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- AUTOMOBILE
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PATCH UP

DIEFERENCES

YESTERDAY

LAS CRUCES

AND

MALA

RABBIT HUNT

B1G

AT

HELD MEXICO

INDIANS
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CITIZEN.
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KANSAS-COL-
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Make Your
Hot Porch
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Mexico Will Not Persist In
Frances I. Lee Sells Mexican One Hundred and Fifty Braves
mand for the Extradition
Kill 100 of the Long
Amole Soap by Tons-G- et
of Murderers.
Eared Species.
on and Get Clean.

Cool

De-

Such Will. Be the El Camino
Real When It Is
Completed.

.

have taken me to
Wyoming.
Arizona. Colorado.
Now
mi. I lha IV . , 1, i O nf AIX.
ico. amonir other tilaees." wil Franc's
I. Lee, at the Alvarado. "and I can
My without hesitation that I thliik
the future of this territory will surprise the .vhole world.
"The undeveloped resources of this
section are utterly beyond computation.
The prices of wool and the
price of sheep are high, the markets
for
are pood and crying continually say
I put It mildly when I
more.
togalloping
fast
that New Mexico is
I have bee.i
wards 'Easy street.'
down In this country considerable and
the oftener 1 come the better I
hke it.
'A stranger once asked a resident
of the southwest, 'Have you lived
here all your life?"
" 'Not yet!' was the apt answer.
Teople
"That's the way I feel.
really live in this delightful climate,
and they want to live.
"Speaking of the resources of this
section, I might mention the soap industry In which I happen to be interested. I owe my success and the
company which I represent owes its
country.
fsuecess to this southwest
We manufacture soap from the exas it Is
or
plant,
tract of he amole
more commonly termed, the yucca
plant. The root is crushed, put in
The extract
sacks and then boiled.
thus obtained Is mixed with vairous
compovegetable
and
this
oils
other
sition is what our soap is composed
of. The Mexicans have long recognized 1he 'jabon de amole' that is,
yucca soap but it was not until our
company, the Mexican Amole Soap
company, began manufacturing the
product in large quantities that the
acUnited States and Kurope became emWe
quainted with Its virtues.
ploy a large force at Peoria, 111., in
mi. tnan fani nru there, and we manu
facture exclusively toilet and shaving
soaps, shaving cream ana Amuie
fhampoo.
"At present our coaps are on the
market in the Philippines, Hawaii,
France, Kngland and other countries.
how quickly our
It is surprising
kran.i. nra tinflnnpil un in new mar
kets, and In the face of hundreds of
old and established soaps. Our company was founded in 1881 in La3
We had to
Cruces, in this territory.
move to Illinois because of the lack
of facilities here In the territory at
that time.
"I have just returned from Los
Angeles was lucky enough to escape
l,n.t faorflll WTPPll fOT WhU'H I &IX
duly thankful and am on my way to
Denver, and from there I will g.i
tt Is three months since I
have seen my family and ; am getting
very homesick, in uos Aiigeies i sou
five tons of soap and one and a half
1,,nm nt ehamnnn to the Hlfbers' SUD- ply company there. That thows what
a demand there is lor ou prouucis.
As it is now, we cannot begin to sup-r.l- v
the demand. In ralo t) the pop
'
trade is In the
ulation
virtues
Kenub'
"My travel

I'al!-forni-

.i.

The lsleta Indians living nt the pueblo of Isleta held a jackrabblt
round-u- p
Sunday that was full of ex
citement, adventure and fun.
The
chase began at 6 o'clock In the
morning, when over 150 of the young
bucks, left Isleta, led by Chief Fran
All of the hunters
Cisco Abeytla.
were armed with stout clubs and rode
After riding due we.t
fast ponies.
for some distance, they separated,
forming a circle about the haunts of!
the rabbits. When the first jack was
sighted the hunters separated, forming a circle about him.
Then they
gradually closed up, until one of them
had an opportunity to strike him
with the club. One blow and 'Brer
Rabbit was killed. This was repeated
time and time again, until over 100
rabbits were secured. Then tired out
out but jubilant over their sport, the
Isletas returned to their pueblo.
Last night the men of the village
of the
held a feast In celebration
hunt. During the afternoon the old
men and women who did not partici
pate in the round-u- p
made many
preparations for the feast.
During the day the party roue more
miles over the hills
than seventy-fiv- e
and mesas, routing out the rabbits.
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reguilty to botn .
; pogarded its a bad charai lti
lice.
arrested for b
;irard
ing drunk, was fined $i, after pleading guilty to the above charge, as was
Gabt-ldone-

A. Baca.
Nick Montoya.

pinched for being
irunk and disorderly, was fined tl).
Edward Hawkins was arrested Sunday by Otticer Rossi, who charged
him with drunkenness.
When arraigned he pleaded not guilty.
His
case was continued until 5 o'clock
this afternoon.
HORN-FINC-

NUPTIALS

H

marriage license was Issued by
Probate Clerk A. K. Walker on April
3(Uh Jesse H. Hohn, a railroad engineer of Wlnslow, and Mrs. Mary
Kineh, proprietor of the Arlington
rooming
house of Albuquerque.
While he license was In the possession of the couple nearly two weeks,
they were not married
until la.--t
week. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, of the
Presbyterian church, performed the
ceremony. The couple will reside at
Window, Ariz.
A

Why don't you buy a j'i.iiiu?
NOTH

I'-

ai.d after May 16th. our retail
f Ue'i biiMnei-will be conducted on a
C.'L--l,
baeiK This means that payment
mil t accompany i he order or be made
t t mie .,f delivery.
No fuel will be
U
ded until it has
piid for.
ll
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i.mu s.iles.

Washington, May 13. The Mexl
can ambassador. Mr. Creel, has au
thorized the Associated Press to siy
that the trouble between Mexico and
Guatamala, which for several days
has threatened to terminate the dip
lomatic relations between the two
Mr.
countries, has been adjusted.
Creel has received advices to this ef
bas-.to
He
reveal the
fect.
declined
"You may state,
of the agreement.
however," he said, "that the trouble
Is over.

ARE GO-

KANSAS

ING TO DO

AFTER

year being now
college
The
brought to a close, the members of
the faculty of the University of New
Mexico will separate for the summer.

Professor Angell will attend the sum
mer term of the Chicago university
Professor Cadby will spend his vacation at his home In Wisconsin; Professor Espinosa has been engaged to
teach Spanish in the summer school
of the University of Chicago, and
Miss Sissler Is going to Emporia, Kan
Miss Parsons will attend the National
Educational association meeting at
Los Angeles in July; Mis9 Huggett is
planning to visit her parents in (Jul
lup; Professor Crum will probably do
some work at the Long Beach Chau
tauqua school in California, and Pro
fessor Asplund will visit different
parts of the territory in trie interest
doing institute
of the university,
Professor Richards will re
work.
main In the city and territory and
Hickey
Miss
teach in Institutes.
President Tight and Professors Wein-zir- l
and Hodgin will stay in Albuquer.
que the greater part of the summer.
J. R. Tascher, with his mother and
sister, are going to Chicago.
BACK

FROM THE

'

CIYY

OF ANGELS

r saw any city so completely
pen to visitors as was Ls
last week, remarked Frank
j, who, with Mrs. Strong, has
rned from the Shrlner con
We certuinly were given a
royal welcome in the city of roses
Over 17.0(10 Shriners were gathered
together and a more prosperous, Jolly
and lively assembly never gathered
before in that city.
The Ballut
Abyad temple of Albuquerque was
only fifteen strong, but It was no
twenty-fou- r
hours after we arrived
before the whole mass of Shriners
was singing our song. 'We are Here
Because We're Here.' That lay caught
on in great shape, ami 1 guess even
If we were but a few,
the Hallu
Abyad. 4 will not soon be forgotten by
Shriners from all parts of the coun
try. The Pittsburg delegation entertained in regal shape.
The temple
from that city spent over $.",hm) in
making things pleasant for callers at
The parade of
their headquarters.
the Shriners was a big affair, taking
over an hour and a half to pass a
given p. dm.
The badge of the local
temple was In great demand with the
badge collectors. Some of the delegates were so loaded down with em
blems t;,at they walked with
stoop."

STILL
THE

TRUSTS
Page One.)

(Continued from

with by the slate.
The supreme
court, however, draws a distinction
of
between the business
the govern
meiit and messages transmitted be
tween Individuals, holds that the lat
ter Is a strictly commercial transac
Hon and subject to the police reguhi'
Hon of the state.
The Pullman Coinimny's Argument.
The Pullman company advanced a
Its argument that It was under con
tract to furnish cars to the railroad
companies, and that by excluding It
from the state the supreme court
would necessitate a violation of an
existing contract.
The court, how
ever, holds that the company came
Into the state and placed Itself subject that state regulation and that if
a law has been passed which re
quires It to do certain things in order to maintain the integrity of .1
contract, it cannot be claimed that
the violation of that contract is es
sential.

TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers.
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett build
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:

Sew York Stocks.

October cotton
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western com
Erie com
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Keadi ng coin

JlS&0.6

i

126
129

i

37i
01

63
99

59'i

174S,
34 '

....

11

2i
4

63

llaVi

134 S.

1234

1

com

1

JnveNtigate.

0

hock jsianu
Southern Pacific
t5
134U
St. Paul
21
Southern Railway coin
Union Pacific
14xt,
I
3 . '4
S. S. Steel com
1 '(
C. S. S. pfd
MARKET STREET CARS
1 5
Greene ('ana nea
'i
Shannon
176
Calumet and Arizona
S3
Copper Range
HI1!
North Butte
27 .
Butte Coal
f.5'
old Dominion
San Francisco, May 13. The
Sales to noon 27 1. "OH shares.
ternilned attitude of Governor '
Total sales 5 7 S. tnni.
in threatening to send troops to San
Money dose 2fi214 p. r cc it.
Francisco at the first sign of viol, nee,
evidently has had a salutary effe, t on
Summary of Conditions.
the striking carmen and all for.' noon
13.
New
May
American
street cars ran without interrunt ion. stocks in yoik,
London firm, ' to s4 above
The governor is In the city and will parity.
remain here until the Btrlke bee. men
London settlement began today and
les acute.
quotations ar now for new account.
The cars ltj service are running ply
Brooklyn Rapid Transit carried a
on the Market street line.
heavy traffic to Coney Island Sunday
in spite nf cool weather.
GOOD ILA(T2 TO BOARD. Come
Still time for hot summer to help
aim iry u. tzi-ez- s
South Third out Northwest wheat crop to normal.
street. Up stairs. MRS.
1'nfavorable weather conditions Ino
terfering with drv goods business maThe most reliale shoe polishes for terially.
black, tan. gray, pink, blue or white
Tone of newspaper comment over
shots nt C. May s Shoe Store, all end of week mostly conservatively faWest Railroad avenue.
vorable.
National City Bank shows largest
decrease, both In cash and loans.
74 1.3HU pounds of sterling available
in London market today.
pfirt of
which will probably go to Paris.
syndi
I'nlon Pacific underwriting
cate receives comniK'-loof 2 pr cent
on par for managing bankers' commission half per cent.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. May 13. Cattle receipts i l.ii io. Market steady. Southern
cow s
steers $4. 2a fi !i.!io ; southern
$3 HO'ii 4.2". stockers and feeders $3.50
f.
;
4
0
'Hi, 2',.; bulls li.ro 'a
calves
$3.r.0i.5.2o: fed steers $4.25'!; 5.60;
w estern
fed cow s $3.2 Ti 4.75.
Sliei p
receipts
7.000.
Market
steady. Muttons $ 4.S0 i 6.7:
lambs
range wethers ta.2:.'.i
$7 2r 'a S.tiO
- i a

.

1

tt

w

n

"i

:

7.coi

;

c

es $5. On

'ii

55.

Territory and western mediums
26c; tine medium l'n21c; tine

22 'n
1 4 T(

16c.

Money Market.
York, May 13. Prime mercantile paper 5 's ; silver 654; money
on cull, steady 2 'u 3 per cent.
New

A.

-j

Frpp Phonographs
JIM

South

M

-

couil Street

t

FW

4

Metul Market.

New York. May 13. Lead dull
6.0r; copper dull 24.75 f 20.50.
fc

St. Louis,
$6.37 14.

Miter Market.
May 13. Spelter
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Maga-

What do you. who have become
Impressed
he
with
magnificent
mountain beauties of western America
and who believe In the splendid op
portunities tor pleasure and Inspira
tion in our Rocky Mountain region,
say to an ideal "scenic highway" and
BUtomornie road from Denver fo F.l
Pa.so, Texas? That stnh a road will
become a completed reality within
the next year or two seems now as
Already a considerable porsured.
tion of the New Mexico section,
which will traverse the territory from
Katon, tne Gate city, mi the north,
to El Paso at its southern boundary,
has been completed.
During the
winter the legislature of the territory
decided to continue the tax levy made
two years ago for the projection of
this road. Work will be prosecuted
rapidly on both sections from the
Colorado line to Raton and southward, and from I.as Cruces in the
Mesllla valley to El Paso.
But it Is the purpose of this article to speak more particularly of
the section of the highway now nearly completed from Las Vegas throuRh
the beautiful canyons and over the
rugged mountains to historic
old
Santa Fe.
It was four years ago that the idea
of the "scenic highway" was con
ceived In the mind of a newspaper
man, one 4Jeorge Cross, since deceased. The legislature made an appropriation of $5,000 for the beginning
of the section between Las Vegas
and Santa Fe. and also provided that
the actual labor should be done bv
convicts, thus initiating the plan,
since so widely discussed with ap
proval, of employing convicts at road
buildings.
The result of the wise and far
seeing action of the legislature has
been a mountain road that former
Good Roads Commissioner James Abbott has pronounced the finest 'n
America.
The legislature two years
ago' provided a tax levy, not only '.'j
complete this work, but also to continue it to the northern and south
ern boundaries
of New Mexico
About that time good roads advocates
In Colorado became Interested and
have since been working to the end
of having the roads from Denver to
the northern New Mexico line Improved and rebuilt so that a slng'e
continuous highway, especially suit
able for automobiles, should extend
from the Colorado capital through
the most Inspiring scenic regions .o
the Pass City of lexas.
What has been accomplished In
New Mexico In the construction of
this road Is sufficient, not only to give
the highest encouragement
to the
original promoters of the Idea, but
also to testify convincingly as to the
wisdom of the plan of employing
convicts upon such tasks as road
building.
With the exception of the short
distance over the beautiful Pecos forest reserve, a section o be built by
the United States, the portion of the
road between Las Vegas and Santi
Re has now been practically completed. It Is opening to the world i
new wonderland
a wonderland filled
with green valleys and silver streams,
of Titanic purple peaks, aspen anl
line forests, great gorges and grassy
slopes.
The road winds for the most pa t
far up the mountain sides, emerging
now and then upon the summit of
some lofty range where the view of
shimmering, yellow mesa, nearer
hills, far off azure peaks,
busy towns, shining lakes and winding rivers cannot, for breadth and
beauty and grandeur, be surpassed
on this or any other continent.
For never a foot during the whole
way does the grade rise above thre.
per cent.
The convicts, under skillful supervision, have labored with
zeal anil Intelligence.
Kverywherc
the roadbed Is hard as an asphalt
street, and solid rmk walls support
the lower side of the broad highway.
The air of the mountains, laden Willi
the breath of the pine. Is exhilarating and delicious.
From Las Vegas the road
the green meadows of Rio
Galllnas. past the magnificent, four-stor- y
Montezuma
hotel.
Thenc
leaving the rugged canyon of the
where glisten a dozen ponds of
magnitude,
considerable
it
winds
slowly up the sii!.- of the mountain.
Turning now and then in horeshoL.-unti- l
the summit is reached. It deo
scends slowly
the fair Trout
h
Springs canyon
as grand
and beautiful as the Grand Canyon f
Arizona it pursues its almo.--t Imperceptible rising way to the crest "f
another range. And thus, range mi ,
den-feeding range, now through
forest, now out upon the sunlit shoulder of some high mountain, now
again to the valley, this virile
thread of steel and stone that bind-tw- o
cities, makes i:s way until up
the heights that overlook the Ancient City of the Holy Faith, it reuii.
es Its present d's'itiatlon. Soon the
approaches to San'a Fe will be completed.
As to the
"!. :s w ho have been
employed in the building ,.f
It is an
of no small interest that they in.irtily enjoy their
ery li:;"
work.
ha
been
There
men, permitted
trouble among tie--.a release from g!omy prison wal's
and allowed to in. ike their abode in
tents on the mountain side and in tiv
Many si(.,ri term men have
forests.
taken a new grip on life during t'm
past four years - a result of
um! r
comparatively
silglit supervision !. the weenie liigh-waNot in one
stance have the-- ,
laborers failed to
released with a
of their good tin:- - allowance. a:.i
not one of them. ,i far as can
:
ed, has fall. i. upder
lias got into troiin'.e again.
New Mexico !..
she has - i'.
ed the problem of what she mu-- i d"
to employ proli'aVy a large number
of her prisoners
the best adai.
age. S well plc.'i-rare the p op!c
with Die success; ..f the experiment
and with the ex- ''.ent results accomplished that the !. gislatuie has recently extended the scope f.f Irs laws
on the subject to permit filso of
' f
'"t lah' r on county roads. There is no room for comeniering int "'
plaint of the cc:
competition with finalized labor in
any of its bianche- The work d me
adds materially to ':. advancement
ffc. t
'if the territory, and the g
upon the convicts 'hcnis.!es cannot
be doubted.
No doubt it will be s..me time before the highway is completed. abuilding
progress..
always
toad
slow ly, despite every
ft'ort to the
contrary.
Rut this is a most worthy
endeavor, and deserves the support
not only of every New Mexican, but
all citizens of Colorado and western
Texas.

Chamberlain's
Colic.
Cliolora nnil
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There Is probably no medicine
made that Is relied upon with more
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlanhoea
Remedy. During the third of a century In which It has been in use, people have learned that It Is the one
remedy that never falls. When reduced with water and sweetened It Is
pleasant to take. For sale by all
druggls's.
Why don't you buy a piano?

"Th

If

Vudor shades will giTe
you a cool, secluded restful
retreat on the hottest days,
practically adding an other
room to your home and
that room the most com for
table, serviceable room of

Most Comfortable PUc

in ths Houte."

all.
Call and see oar stock

PORCH SHADES

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

toooooooooooc

A Checking Account

NOTICE.
On and after May 16th. our retail
fuel busines will be conducted on a
cash basis. This means that payment
must accompany the order or be made
at time nf delivery. No fuel will be
unloaded until it has been paid for.
W. 11. HA H.N & CO.

Put System Into Your Business
you pay all bills by check, your business rs recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHEN

It M oh us Something to You.
The Seventh Annual Sale in pianos,
now being conducted at our store.
means something to you. It means
that we are quoting prices and terms
that will enable you to place a piano
In your home. Ask us about it today.

book.

For every bill you pay. you get a receipt Tou hara positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
,
,
,

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

00Ce00C0000
AV.

iGOLDl

A. C.

ItlLICKE and JOHN
v

S. MITCHELL Invite their
Mexico headquarters at

friends to make

The Hollenbeclt Hotel
Los Angeles, California

C. F. Allen

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Roof
Inc. Shecp-dl- p
Tanks. Galvanized
Water Tanks, I'lpe and Repair Work.

208

West Gold

1- -2

niii imiii inmiPi

Waste Land

tg

W&tttC(f

ln large

muni

V. S.

in in

iiiimnn

nj-tp-ri
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Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

tracts. Title
ici tcv.ii

Address, Box 282. No. Ziklmi. Waib.

Open Day and Night.

A

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

10 per cent.

forest-c-

Under Savoy I I ca t

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

rowned

Dividends ln the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

1

Proprietor

X)0X3OX0D000O00

small rash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

Convenience - Comfort - Security

REALTY CO.,
Armijo
Building.
ELDER,
J. E.

. The telephone makes the

preserve
The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your borne.

.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

Gal-Una-

TOU NEX.D A TELEPHONE

-

909Cm09090900909Cm0909090m0909090m39090m3903m09090

Hatters

(300OXO00OOO00f

Hats (leaned and lilocked In
any Stjlc Panama
a Spe-

FJJT SCREENS

cialty

Clothing
Meant
(leaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

g

d'p-pln-

IV YOtm HOMX:

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The Albuquerque

well-nig-

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors ln both strength and price. Window
screens tbat are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

T.s-pr- cs

eastern-mad- e

PliANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW UKICJv 11UIL.DINO

Corner
3rd St. & Gold Ave.

or,owOoooosowOo

Phone 580.

r-- m

a-

:

i

St. lioul Wool Market.
13.
St. Louis, .May
Wool steady.

$

(Front the Great

Washington, May 13. The somewhat famous case of the stale of
Kansas against the state of Colorado.
tiy which the former sought to have
the latter enjoined from diverting
waters from the Arkansas river for
Irrigation purposes, or permitting Its
citizens to do so, was dismissed by
the supreme court of the United
States today.
An announcement of the court's
decision was made by Justice Rrewer,
who said that the dismissal was with
out prejudice to the right of Kansas
to serve its petition agnln whenever
It can be shown that the state Is being substantially Injured.
An intervening petition of the Unit
ed States was also dismissed.

lead-throug- h

ItV.S.

CO.

I Su crx.
tii.scriiiiivc
piano valut s at
ai e being hliiivvn
ljea ni.nii - Liinlemann's that result

in

TEACHERS

13.
May
City of Mexico,
The
Guatemalan affair has been settled.
Mexico will not persist In her demand
for the extradition of Gen. Jose Lima
and of Col. Onofro Bone, charged
with complicity In Me assassination
of General Barrlllas.
Diplomatic reSenar
lations will not be severed.
Gamboa, Mexican minister to GuateA
mala, will be sent to Salvador.
Mexican consul will attend to this
At
country's affairs in Guatemala.
the same time Mexico will not give
Senor Giron, Guatemalan minister to
Mexico, his passports, the Idea being
to humiliate Guatemala and express
Mexico's resentment for Cabrera
conduct.
The state department will shortly
publish the history of the entire matter, with the official correspondence,
in this way revealing what this gov
ernment terms the "bad faith Jf
Guatemala."

ITTE

I

1

-'

iiulet,
w

Mr. J. A. Garr.u yvSamhez. the
ell know
Ha relax merchant,
pur- -

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
1

1

X L

GROCERY

BHEP.WIN-W1LLIAM-

AND

Meat

Covers more,

PAINT

3

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDING

PAPER

Paint, Olass,

Always ln stock.

Plaster,

Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIHST STHEET AXD COAL AVE. ALllUQCEKQrE,

Market

best, wears

Lime, Cement.
NEW MEX.

901 South Edith

- Phone

40

OO0COwOCO0C0O

Kitchen

Do You Need

Supplies
Should al.vnys be k !t i i
stock. Don't run
of necessities.
Some groceries will
keep as well in your larder or
cupboard as In our store. Lay
in a good supply of the staple
line things that are alwas
We carry a line jf
needed.
ever-fres- h
goods that ruch us
daily.
The highest quality
the lowest market price consistent with same.

Our Line of Meats
Fresh and Salt Is
Unsurpassed by any

Buy to prove it

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

r?y us

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

I

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

M ATT1JUCCI

I

das

llr--

er.

2J2

Jii--

4

hociuuUrr and repair
k!ilnM'iit of new

NORTH SECOND ST.

Highland Livery
i

j

Saddle horses a
drivers In the city.

saaie, tne

11

chased a piano for his little daughter
Lindemann's ad on at th Pig Learnard
Lindt matin
sal today.

looks

.GREEN FRONT,

105

North

First St. I,

specialty.

Best

Proprietors of
.

pionio wag-oikHAMDllOOK ItROl
113 .Tohn
hone S0&

Pirrrt

ALBUQUERQUE
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&fe HELL, ROAD

strength

jj

What builds n nation's pillars high
And its foundations strong?
What makes It mighty to defy
The foes that round It throng?
Is not gold.
Its kingdoms grand
Go down in bnttle s shock
Its gates are laid on sinking sand,
Not on abiding rock.

It

Ask the red dust
Of empires passed away.
The blood has turned their stones to
rust.
Their glory to decay.
Ah. that bright
And Is it pride?
crown
H;is seemed to nations sweet!
Hut Clod has struck Its lustre down
In ashes at His feet.
Not gold, but only men can make
A people great and strong:
Men who for truth and honor's sake
Stand fast ami suffer long.
Hi.ive men, who work while others
sleep.
Who dare while others fly
They build a nation's pillars deep
And lift them to the sky.
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Is It the sword?

"
"Son of a gun!" grasped the eaves
dropper.
"
nay
every
you
sleal
a
your
shop
In
bucket
than I
more
thousand
times
"
hn ve took
The lnun at the table started. So
did the one behind the curtain. The
front door had softly opened and
closed.

(lt.r I'h II Slnmi.)

fore

I.

Grouch' unohnvpii
Jaw dropped,
and the dirty rod In his eye was the
reflection of hell.
"Kat that, damn yon!" he hissed,
wending his fist crunching Into the
face of hid patient, hungry wife.
She Hank back against the rickety
stove, and. grumbling dully. It collapsed with a full clothes boiler,
seething hot. upon It. I'nder It all
the frail woman never moved.
Sonny whimpered, for tonny was
three and pcared.
"Shet up, yen brat:"
Another blow sent the tot reeling
against a sharp edge of the kitchen
table. Ear mangled, skull fractured,
he lay In a bleeding heap upon the
floor.
"Now, damn 'em, may'be I'll have
some peace!" Orouch muttered, and
staggered drunkenly from the sham-

VI.

"Police!"
the burglar whispered,
panic stricken.
He was plainly unaccustomed to
the burgling business, for his hand
shook pitifully for extinguishing the
electric study lamp.

uppermost.

turned to the window.
Grouch
There was no escape by that way.
The street lamp at the corner cast
the bulky shadows of three policebles.
men waiting below for Just such an
attempt.
II.
The one chance was to flcht It out
"Twenty years at hard labor!"
In the room
to take his medicine
The judge who tried the case Oi like a man:
the state vs. Grouch for wife murder
"I lifer this time sure, an' I'd rather
had spoken.
die!" he growled, and drew a blunt-nose- d
Attorneys had made a strong "acgun from his coat pocket.
cident" defense and the "reasonable
Fulling the curtains aside, he was
12
of his
doubt" In the minds of
In time to see the marauder who
peers saved Grouch his neck. And In lust
had forestalled him rush madly to
his heart the Judge was sorry.
wall
and press a button. Instead
the
of total darkness folowlng the click,
III.
the chandelier overhead burst Into
The murderer was free.
full blaze. And Grouch saw
"Twenty years!"
His sullen eyes
poke the words as he stepped forth
VII
Into the sunshine. "What chance
Quicker than eye could follow he
have I got?"
leaped across the room and was up
on his fellow like a madman.
IV.
you dog, you. die!" he shoutGrouch slunk Into the deep shadow ed,"Die.
tearing away the other's mask
of the veranda and listened. The ca- He semed
have forgotten his re
thedral bells chiming' 2 a. m were volver and tograppled
his oppon
all he heard. NoUe lessly, ne climbed ent. The tramp of with
the column most In the dark, and. sounded near the doorheavy footsteps
once on the roof, flattened himself
every ounce of
Exerting
his
upon It.
man attacked tore himNo one had seen. A window was strength, the assailent,
pulled his gun
self from his
just over his head.
fired. Grouch clapped his hands
Getting his breath, he slipped a and
t
Kla .hunt anil atavvarad '
d
knifed between the sashes
fallen but for one of the po-- j
and worked the latch. The window have
who entered.
was slowly raised.
Grouch crept llcemen
" began the bur
give
up
"I
through.
glar,
no one heard. His voice
but
He found himself In a sort of was drowned
In a cry from Grouch,
cushioned alcove, a heavy tapestry his face working
convulsively under
t;.e broker's
screening him from
mask.
the
private library.
said,
and pointed
use!"
"No
he
A smothered cry broke from his
weakly at the man with the smoking
lips.
quick
for me! I
"Too
"Hell! I thought there wan't no- revolver.
knowed that damned detectlve'd
body home!"
"
A silt of light broke through the git me
He had fainted.
fold: of the curtains.
With great
caution he moved the edge a fracVIII.
tion of an Inch and peered In. He
A daybreak he died at the hosdrew back In amazement.
Bug of loot at elbow, a masked pital.
Sonny," he whlspeel
"Listen
man. roughly dressed as he. sat laboriously scribbling under a study through the death rattle. "After 20
year I finds you! I knowed you by
lamp at the desk.
your ear. I fooled th' p'llce
ny
t'nlght. but don't never
V.
more jobs. I knows you never had
"Damned!" he muttered.
no chanct, for I started you on
The burglar talked as he wrote.
"
Grouch listened.
th'
" never
be- stole
nothln'
Groa h choke I u f anf died.
.

thln-blade-
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T5he

Mountaineer
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(By .lack ItnymoiHl.)
As many another man has done.
Maurice Hulk lev sat In the house of
God and worshiped at tne shrine of
woman. Dimly, he was conscious of
the voice of the preacher discoursing
upon tne rail of man and lost Eden;
but the living Idol of his devotions
sat in the front row of the choir, and
occasionally let her eyes meet his
with a pleasurable look that brought
Joy to his heart. But never yet had
he been able to summon up the courage to speak aloud his devotions to
pretty Adele Putnam.
That afternoon
found the two
speeding In his auto car far out along
They stopped
the country roads.
where he knew of a spring that bubbled out of the hillside.
Barely touching his proffered hand.
ihe sprung- - lightly from the car. and
ran up over the
stile.
He made her sit at the sprlngslde
while he served her with sparkling
water In a rusty lineup; and then.
surrendering a mad desire to seize the
hand that returned
the cup, and
swear fealty to Its owner forever, he
turned up his trousers and waded In
after the coveted cowslips. When she
saw that he sank ankle-dee- p
In the
mud and ooze, she pleaded with him
Imploring
to return.
How sweet her
voice sounded In his ears! And how
It spurred him on to do the very
thing fhe urged him not to do, and
kept him tramping about In the mud
until he had secured a small armful
of the yellow beauties as an offering
to her!
He laughed happily. In purest Joy,
as the solicitude expressed In her
eyes and her chiding voice, as he laid
the flowers In her lap and refused the
pathetic offer of her filmy handkerchief to use In cleansing his shoes.
He washed them at the spring and
sat down beside her.
As he watched her silently arranging the flowers Into a hugh boquet,
he gathered courage for the execution of a great resolve: for something
seemed to whisper that now was the
moment of moments to speak.
Just what he said, or how he
stammered through it. he never knew,
nor cared. Enough that a few minutes later all material things, save
himself and the girl that was snuggling against his shoulder, and looking Inexpressible love Into his eyes,
hail faded away.
When the things of earth came back
again, they discovered a 'new and

(Alice II. Trinlctto.)
and as straight as the
oak trees.
Yet as tender and true as the vines:
He Is Just, yet his Justice Is temper'd
By the love that to mercy inclines.
He Is close to the deep heart of na
ture,
And each day tnat he delves In the
soil
Brings him near to her sweet, hidden
secret.
And serene In the stress of the soli
The sibilant, mystical music
Uf the wind as It sighs through the
trees,
Wakes the echoes of high aspirations,
Builds In beauty the visions he sees.
A part of the peace and quisescence
Of the mountains has enter'd his soul
And has lifted his eyes from earth's
sorrows
To the peaks of the ultimate goal
With a mind that Is steady and tran- OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
quil,
On he treads In the army of man;
With unfaltering faith he Is moving
To his place In the Infinite plan.

He Is strong

Not Up to
Expectations
CXXX)OOC)OCXX)OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

My clothes I always choose with care,

The cloth with judgment I select,

And money I will never spare
To have all my attire correct.
My tailor gives me good advice,

&fe Turning' Point

te
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(By Neal Jones.)
Tomorrow he would be an absconder. Two hundred thousand dollars
ehort! A thief! Robber of widows
and orphans! How the world would
sneer at his name! Another rich and
trusted banker an embezzler, the
newspapers would say.
Well, Henry Atherton's wife would
be taken care of, anyway. His son.
Frank, would see to that. She would
be looked after In her old uays. He
would leave Frank enough money to
provide for her.
Wai there ever a boy like Frank?
Big,
generous-hearteand a pal of his father. Yes.
a good many people called him a
sport. Maybe he had been spoiled,
with to much college, too free access
to money, and too little to do. But he
was lovable, for all that. Others
couldn't resist him. Why shouldn't
his father love him? Frank, the pal
of his father, he would help him out.
How rich and prosperous the Interior of the bank looked! The clean
tiles, the shining brass, the dustless
gratings all as bright and shining
as a new dollar. He looked around
him, at the formidable safe, the polished walnut desks, the luxuriant
chandeliers, and then the grayish head
of the small, weazened cashier dropped forward.
Today little and weazened; yesterday men called him a rather small
man, but well built, keen-eye- d,
alert,
active the quintessence of energy.
"What a wreck today!
Atherton was very tired and sick.
Tomorrow he would flee.
He was tired of It all. Hadn't he
covered up hut shortages for years?
Day after day he had adroitly forg
ed signatures, and manipulated the
anowlngs of the bank, and none had
learned hl secret. Day after day the
shortage had Increased. He glanced
at the figures. My God! He could
not hope to pay It back in a thousand
years. It waa entirely out of the
question. The future no longer held
out hope. There was nothing but
blackness ahead now, not a gleam of
exposure was inevuuoie. it
Km.
might come tomorrow. It might not
come for a week.
He might commit suicide: but no.
life waa too dear. He might openly
confess all. He did not have the
strength of manhood left to do this,
broad-shoulder-

l&stancia
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A Dream
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In entering and leaving a room, a
young girl always permits an elder
woman to precede her.
When Introductions are under way.
the youngest girl Is the last to be
Introduced.
She follows her mother.
never precedes her, In advancing to
greet her hostess.
A well bred girl always rises when
an elderly woman enters the room.
The older woman precedes the girl
on entering a street car, carriage,
restaurant or theatre.
When entertained at a house party
for young people, she will not fail
to show courtesy and Interest In the
older members of the household.
After dancing, the young girl does
not thank her partner.
She has
conferred the favor and he thanks
her.
Having been entertained
In the
home of a girl or young man friend,
whether the company Is large or
small, she does not leave the house
without seeking the mother of her
host or hostess and expressing appreciation of the hospitality.
A well bred girl will not absorp
the conversation at an afternoon tea.
lunch or dinner by telling flippant
She may se
stories or petty gossip.
cure a few laughs, but at the cost of
respect for her good manners and
young womanhood.
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Valley

Lobbyists
at Washington

The number and the strength of the pi ii mount
But that period has ended. The
lobbies which are seeking to influence
legislation at Washington are empha- fostered child has become a giant.
sized by Gilson Gardner In an article The special interest no longer asks:
in "Success Magazine," in which he It demands. The power of govern
large corps of lobbyists ment has been attacked and throttled
refers to the constituting
a "Third by the allied special interests.
And
as In effect
congress.
tile people they who are the source
House" of
gov
power
of
of
end
all
all
ttie
and
There are the prohibition and the
have been scorned und dls-- i
liquor lobbies, he says, bulling heads eminent
the regarded.
at everylobby,session;lobbythere Is1'llots'
But the people are not drowned
of the
the
free art
they know
trust of Chesapeake Bay, and Dr. They f have s the power and
adulthai
lobbying
for
ivoi they have granted to the
C.
Stearns
Theron
a flee seed jsptii.il Intel eat have nol developed
terated foods. There
lobby and a lobby against free seeds: into Vested lights. They know ..iat
Individual freedom Is the end of gov
there are lobbies maintained by gov- ernment:
and they propose that In- and lobbies
ernment departments,
e.u i anil piotit b
div idual freedom.
against the governmental lobbies.
for a change. I f govern
There Is reason for all this growth considered
inent by and for the special interests
and power of the special Interest, and there
lie new era
lias been enough.
its corresponding growth and power lis
an era of the people.
in the third house. For forty years,
sign Is good, and the prospect
ihe I'nlted States has ben In a period fulThe
of hope. Protest and agitation
In 1S4
of industrial development.
awakening of the public congreut
show
war
an
young:
a
the country was
had depleted Its wenkh, uud the science and this is but another name
hief business of the government was, for patriotism. Things are better for
Muck
is sanitary.
to encourage business. This, for for- - exposure. Lightsubjected
to the sun-- ly years,
the government has done. well raked and
"Die intert" has been shine grows fine crop.
The voice
i

'
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(.lamcM WIUUHimh Itiley.)
oh. it was but a dream I had
While the musician nlaved
And here the sky, and here the glad
( (Id
ocean kissed thu glade.
And here the laughing ripples ran,
And here the roses grew
That threw a kiss to every man
lhat voyaged with the crew.

iiur silken sails

In lazy folds.

Drooped In the breathless breeze;
As o'er a field of marigolds,
Our eves swam o'er the seas;
While here the eddies lisped and
purled
Around the l!.iiid's rim.
Ami up from out the underworld
We saw the mermen swim.
And it was d.iwit ami middle day
And midnight
for the moon
Hi silver rounds across the Lay
Had climbed the skies of June -And here ihe gliiwiig. gloilous kli g.
I f
day ruled o'er his realm
With stars of midnight glittering;
About his diadem.
'I'll- - mm null reeled on I. muni.
wing
In circles round the mast;
We heard the songs the sirens sing
As we went sailing past;
And up and down the golden sands
A thousand fairy throngs
Flung ut us from their flushing hands
1 lie echoes of their songs.
N'ew arrivals for the week: Brussels and velvet carpets. Thirty new
patterns of rockers to select from at
Fwtre'le's Furniture Emporium.
1

WHAT DO
WE PLANT?

ALBUQUERQUE

INTEREST
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Means and UnaurpaaaM Facllltlaa.

and

Solicits
t4J

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
8olomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier: W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Qeo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD3

PreaJdaal

yic

FRANK McKBH
R. A. FROST
H. r. RAYN0LD9

Prealdent
Cashlar

Assistant Cashier
Director

U. m.

POBITORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Child

Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeka

(From the Mother's

Magazine for
May.)
"Love and confidence." said Mrs.
Grover Cleveland to a friend, "is the
first grip to secure on a child. The
child must have confidence In the
parent, and the Initial Inspiration for
that confidence must arise from love.
The true kind of obedience is not
easily secured If confidence Is not
first Inspired, but once confidence is
secured, obedience becomes a natural sequence.
"The mother's attitude toward all
the duties of the home, do not escape the notice of the child, and, as
the mother is powerful In self control. In striving to be an Ideal to the
child, so the child notes and grows
Into its own character.
"Firmness with a child has its
truest value when It goes hand in
hand with Instruction. To tell a child
tha it must do so and so Just because another wills It is not enough.
The child mind asks for reasons. It
wishes to know why It must do this
and that, and It Is entitled to know.
If It does not gain this Information
from the mother in the home, it certainly will gain It in a distorted way
from the companions It meets outside of the home. I think It preferable for the child's own education,
moral and physical, that the why and
wherefore of parental orders should
be given to It within the home circle.
"Child life, to reach its highest attainment, needs to feel the home Is
always Its first and last refuge."

&

500,09I.N
I250.000.M

Saota Fe Railway Company

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking card of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

0

Ufta

Diving Bell

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

(An 0, .song, ita composer unknown.)
I was a sailor boy;
Once
and
Some tales to you I'll tell
f all the wonders I have seen
the
While in the diving bell.

the
me.

tha

We plant the studding, the lath, the

While in the ocean Mermaids,
For nionev challenged me.
had the good luck; to go anu see
The Mermaids in the sea.
Chorus
Down in the diving bell
At the bottom of the sea,
There's the prettiest place
The fishy sights to see.
Poini in the diving bell
At the bottom of the sea.
Xice little Mermaids,
Pretty little Mermaids.
All came courting me.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

doors,
The beams and siding, all parts
that be;
We plant the house when we plant
the tree.
we plant when we plant the
do
What
tree?
I reached the bottom there I
thousand things that we dally see; When saw
We plant the spire that
A thing to make me laugh;
the crag.
They made a clothesline out of the
We plant the staff for our country's
Atlantic Telegraph.
flag.
And all Mermaids stood close to me
We plant the shade, from the hot
With salt tears in their yes,
sun free:
Although it was under water
we
the
plant
when
We plant all these
It was very bad weather to dry.
tree.
I caught a pretty Mermaid
Henry Abbey.
To kiss her was my wish;
But
like an eel she slipped away
mattresses,
child's
Best couches, felt
You can't hold on to fish.
rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cot and
book cases are among the new arriv- Her mother brought hermeback again
And whispered unto
als for the week at Futrelle's Furnit
ure Emporium, corner second street That if I liked down there I might
Get married In the sea.
and Coal avenue.

REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES
cannot be excelled for roofing no mathouse top covter what
ering Is proposed. Wo said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glance at one bunch
In this yard will show you where to
got the rainproof kind. See us for
shingles.

V

out-towe- rs

new-fangl-
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When the blood is pure and healthy the skin wilt be soft, smooth bad
free from eruptions, but when the blood becomes infected with some unhealthy hitnior the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples,
or other disfiguring and annoying skin disease. The skin is provided with
countless 'res and glands which act as a drainage system to rid the body
of imp'iritit s through the perspiration that is constantly passing through
th - i! li'tlc tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
When th-- i blood becomes filled with
to keen it soft and pliable.
S'mw
lr::n ir-- i .and acids these are thrown off through the pores and glands,
tiiirn.n'- i:nl irritating the skin anl tlrying un the natural oils so that we
have ti.,t only Acne, Mczetua, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry, st:aly skin
i Tetter, ISoriasis, and kindred troubles.
The treatment uf skin
affection
trot:'-with salves, washes, lotions, etc. is not along the right line True,
itinent relieves s itneof the tti htng and discomfort and aids in keep
in . i
ing the skin tear, but it does not reach the real cause, of the trouble, which
are humors in the blool. and it can therefore have no real curative effect on
these skin affections. S S. S., a gentle acting and perfect blood purifier, is
the best and quickest treatment.
It goes down into the blood and removes
the humors, fiery a. Ms and poisons from the circulation, cool the overheat- td blood, aud by sending a fresh stream of nourishing blood to the skin
permanently curs .skin diseases of every character. S. S. S. is made entirely
of health producing root.i. herbs and barks, and is an absolutely safe remedy
I r young or old.
S. S. S. cures l.czetua, Acne, bait Rheum, letter,
and all other disagreeable and unsightly eruptions of the skin. Special
book on Skin fJis.-AScand any medical advice desired furnished free to all
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
a--

CO,

LUMBER

00Caee0OeKC
L. B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

s.

ESTABLISHED

1871.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In

the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

OO0K00OCOaCa

;

1'so-riisi-

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette

REMOVES
BLOOD HUMORS

b

SAVINGS

ON

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. 1160.000.00.

plant the mast to carry the sails.
plant the planks to withstand the;

floors.

NEW MEXICO

ALLOWED

With Amp

sea.

gajes
The keel, the keelson, and beam
knee;
We plant the ship when we plant
tree.
What do we plant when we plant
tree?
We plant the houses for you and
We plant the rafters, the shingles,

-

capital and surplus, $100,000

Love Tnat Helps'

tree?
We plant the ship which will cross
We
We

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

M. W. FLOTJRNOT

OCXlOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJu
What do we plant when we plant the

the

Story

2

most beautiful world; the sunshine
was brighter, the tints of the flowers
and trees more delicate, the scent of
the woods sweeter, and the meadow
and farm scene that spread out before
them, more pleasant and peaceful
than any they had ever before looked
upon.
Maurice's soul was filled with complete Joy and satisfaction with the
world. Somehow it recalled certain
words of the preacher; but the fall
of man. and the loss of paradise,
could not but seem doubtful to him
at that moment.
Isn t it beautlrul here?
murmured Adele, her mind, no doubt. In perfect accord with his.
"It's paradise enough to me," he
answered, ecstatically.
"It's Eden,
surely."
But It was only a few days later
when he sat In his room and broodThe evening
ed In uter discontent.
before, during their happy planning
for the future, there had arisen a litthat somehow
tle disagreement
neither of them knew exactly how
had developed Into a foolish lovers'
quarrel that had closed the gates of
their little Eden behind them.
All day he had suffered the desolation and discontent of heart. To
make things worse, ill luck had been
with him; he had lost a lawsuit that
morning; his automobile had broken
down, ami the delay had caused him
to miss an Important engagement; a
disagreeable rain added to the effect
of his mishaps. Everything seemed
to be wrong: even his pipe tasted bad
and he flung it from him In disgust.
"This is hell, this old world is. if
ever there was oie,
he declared
aloud.
Finally, In despair, he flung on his
coat, took up his umbrella, and strode
out Into the weather. By and by. he
surprised himself pausing In front of
Adele
house; and a moment later ne
was at the door. It was Adele her
self that answered his ring.
"Maurice," she murmured softly,
without surprise, "knew II must be
you. I knew you would come and let
me tell you how miserable I have been
all day. thinking of my foolishness."
Hours later, he was walking home
through the rain. What a fine old
world It was. In spite of the rain
that only made the air purer and
more bracing, and caused the walks
to glisten In the glare of the lights!
He was treading the streets of paradise.

Form for Girls

CJOOOOCXXDOC)OCOX)OC)OOtXXXXX

His word. Indeed, should carry
weight,
But though he sets the style and
price
I don't look like the fashion plate.
t have my fittings
two or three.
I tell the man to shape and pad.
He's most particular with me
Oo)008)Oo)04aOf)Oa)Oo)Oa)Oo)Oo)0480o)
And what he does Is not so bad
But thought he uses all his skill
And tries to mak me
And though I always pay his bill
I don't look like the rashlon plate.
No matter whether It's a frock
Or business suit or cutaway.
My feelings always get a shock
In spite of what my friends may
Frank would take care of Mrs. Athsay.
erton. With stolen money? Yes. for
They'll
tell me It's a lovely set
that was all he had.
The thought
And
that the pattern's simply great.
made him study hard and long.
I try to like them, too, and yet
He must run awav. That was hW
I don't look like the fashion plate.
decision. He would go to Algiers.
Chicago News.
They could not find him there. He
would take all the available money. oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
that would not be missed for several
days, and skip.
3
only enough to
He would take
keep him in comfort the rest of his
days. The remainder he would place
in the hands of Frank.
He could
secretely keep It for the support of
nis momer.
Yes. me boy had a big OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
heart in him and he would understand. He suffered another pang at
(By It. .1. Smith.)
the thought of dragging Frank Into Not being much pressed by time,
l have a word or two to suy
the dirty mess, but It wa only momentary. It was the only way.
About the immigration to this valley
That Is pouring In each day.
A musical click
of the door, a
streak down the street, ami he was We have some
from everywhere.
in the hallway of his home.
Who have come out to try their
From the library came the tunefate.
less but sweet chords of a mandolin.
have come from old Kansas.
The young man was aimlessly drum WeThat
good old Sunflower state.
ming away. He laid the Instrument
aside. From his clgaret case he ex- We have some from old Missouri
truded an Egyptian roll. He arose,
Who have come to try their luck.
threw out his arms and chest, and There
are some from Illinois
stretched lazily.
And some from old Keivtuck.
"I've got to quit lounging around
so much and straighten up," he half With Texicans and Oklahomans.
growled to himself. "Marly says I'm
And a few from "Rackensack"
too lazy to eat all I want.
Marjy's Who came out here on the double
a great girl. That was a strange requick
mark she made last night.
I
And now are rackin' back.
was worthless, but on the square.
Also said she liked me.
I wonder But many more have come to stay,
what she meant by saying that I'm
And we wish them all God speed
on the square. I suppose It's because In plowing up their land,
I never had a chance to be anything
And putting in their seed.
else. Frank, old boy, you must admit
that life has been pretty flowery for They have settled on the land
you. Nothing to do but amuse yourFor twenty miles or more,
self. You aren't the man your fath- And are turning up the prairie sod
er Is. Suppose you were tried and
That was never plowed before.
tested like some other men. Would
you be square, or wouldn't you? And they smile as they go past
Marjy says you're all right.
Well,
When they shake their neighbors
she's a tine little lady. I'll be square
hand
as long as she believes I am. Yes, For they
know that they at last
sir, Frank, old boy, square as long
Have found the promised land.
as she believes I am. With every
body.
For little Marjory.
How I XXXXXXXXIXIXXXXIXXXXIXIXXX
love her!
Atherton overheard.
"Well." people said, "he had the
manliness to stand up and take his
medicine, anyway. Those Athertous
never run."
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CITIZEN.
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A Nation s

EVENING

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Alboqoerqae, New Mexico

eemnq citizen.

ALIjUQUERQDE

AY, MAY IS, 1007.

4

PA OR

Rkveh.

Ring Is being placed In position pre-

The kind of PORCH
GOODS we received in
our recent CAR LOAD
of FURNITURK make
summer a plea sure.

Large assortment

Rockers, liressers,
Etc., at PRICES that
make YOUR POCKET
BOOK LAUGH.

of

Mill

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co
Cir. Coal and Second

XXXXTOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCJOOO adjoining

The chief
Bar tdatlon.
purpose of the work Is to allow the
carry
d
to
heavier
trains
tonnage over Bar hill, which will reduce the schedule time of the westbound freights from Albuquerque to
Isleta about twelve minutes.

RAILROAD!

coaM-boun-

Department!

O'BRADY HADN'T TIME

paratory to receiving the machinery.
The wells Hre to be tested to their
fullest capacity. Each of the sixteen
wells whs tested when completed,
showing 0i gnllnns a minute without affecting the supply. The compressed air plant has a capacity sufficient to throw a ten Inch stream
of water from each well at the same
time, if the wells
re sufficiently
strong. In the deep well here a 230
foot vein of water was found.
The test Is for the purpose of determining the fullest "cnpaclty of the
sixteen wells, after which the company will decide definitely upon a
plan fur providing the cut-owith
water. The wells at Sunnyside, east
of the Pecos river, have gone dry,
and the attempt to find water at Albo
has proved a failure.
The saltiest
water on the line was found at Abo
at a depth of about 1.100 feet. The
company found a supply of good water at Sunnyside, but the wells went
dry a few days ago. and the Lantry-Shar- p
company Is now hauling water
from Wlllard to Sunnyside for use In
construction work.
It In quile evident that Wlllard
will be depended upon to furnish water for the entire Belen cut-of- f.
Whether the water will be pumped
east or west from this point Is a
problem yet to be solved. The construction of a pipe line from Wlllard
west to Belen and from Wlllard east
to Sunnvside to Cloves, and the In
stallation of the main pumping plant
and subsidiary stations. Is an undertaking that will require several years
to complete, and will cost many hun
dreds of dollars. In the meanwhile
water must be nrovlded for the op
erations of trains, as it Is expected
that the line will be ready for through
traffic some time this summer. To
provide a temporary water supply until the problem of a permanent supply
is settled, cisterns) or a capacity or
one million gallons each at watering
consideration.
are under
stations
These will be filled from water trains
running from Wlllard.
Flans have
been drawn for a loading device,
whereby a train of eighteen cars can
be filled with water in two minutes
time.

WIFE LEAVES HER

Just a Word

1

111 E

AND

CHILDREN

ff

Soon Tired of Her Freedom.
Erring Spouse Returns to
Find Door Locked.

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

M

Huve you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
nobby
A complete line of garments that for style,
ratterns. fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Kohn Brothers

Trinidad. Colo., May 11. Tired of
of poverty and privation. Mrs.
John Zausavltch, the wife of a miner
'
living on Animas street, of this city,
left her home here a week ago, taking
with her her baby and leaving her
five other children, all under 13 years
of age, in a destitute condition. The
husband, returning from work, found
the children crying from cold and
hunger. Thursday the missing wife
returned and asked her husband to
take her back, which he refused to
do. Arrangements have been made to
send the five children to the home at
Pueblo and the husband is firm In his
determination to have nothing more
to do with the woman who treated
his children In such an inhuman manner. Another woman, Josephine Han-nowho roomed at the house, left
at the same time, and it is thought
that they went to Raton, Mrs. Zausavltch grew tired of her freedom and
came back, but the husband vows
THE WOLFE STUDIO IS XOW
there will be no reconciliation.
OPKX FOR. BUSINESS. AT XO. 115
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
UNION CARPENTERS
a life

ill

MADE CLOTinXG.
to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment.
VXIOX

An opportunity

i

1

2.00

to

$25.00.

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
te

right."

here

You'll find them

right."

"Just

right"

priced

"Just

MAN DELL

M.

Charles O. Trimble, a railroad man
from Chicago, spent Sunday In the
By IVIfrar Wrlton Cooloy.
Fine Clothing & Furnishing
city with friends.
O'Brady was the agent of the Fralrle- ville
and
West.:
.....
"7. i
1'assenger train .o. 1 arrived ncre,-- ,.
last night in two sections each train
i'
tYeVor
n
h
Don't Pay Alimony,
having ten cars It left here for theAnd he
,0 be oblgln(f, and, God
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
to be divorced from your appendix.
west as one section.
knows, he tried to smile,
There will be no occasion for It If
'But when he lost , his patience you
you keep your bowels regular with
Chief Engineer Storey, of 'the ;
AND
FEED
SALE.
LIVERY.
f
.
t
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their acFe system left last night for Callfor- ..Won-you tneck my trunk, o'Brady
TRANSFER STABLES.
tion is so gentle that the appendix
riia with his private car No. 9, at- my
..0'Brady,
and
where's
has no cause to make the least comtached to train No. 1.
freight?"
Horses and Mules Bought and
plaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
at O'Brady from early
Were
shouted
ATT
rail23c Try them.
E. B. Herndon, a well known
morn till late
road man of Hollywood, Caly accom- - -- what time is it.' O Brady?" and. BIG DAY AT A
EXCURSIONS
panied by his wife, her sister and
"O'Brady, Where's that train?"
Second Street, between Railroad and
mother, were registered at the Al- - nd "That car I want, O'Brady
MEN WILL RECEIVE $1
AND IH COLLEGE OUTSIDE
varado Sunday.
must 1 order It again?"
Ft) It EIGHT HOI KS' WORK
tmb LUNCO
and
INSIDE MK.N 3.0.
Forty-si- x
natives left last night on -- why don't you get my ticket?" he
somebody say.
would
train o. s ior iiony. -- oio., uners
hear
City
Mexico
and return $40.25, April
May
Colo.,
13.
Trinidad.
The
WITH
they will be employed in the sugar "Don't you see me at the wicket? AXXl'AL FIELD PAY HELD. EL
2iith to May 18th. Limit July 81..
strike between the members of the Norfolk,
MOT WINS ALL AltOl M
Don't you know I want a
beet fields. Thirty others will leave
Va.,
and return, 15 day limit,
Carpenters' and Joiners' union of this
MEDAL.
on No. 8 tonight for the same placa.
ticket?"
$58.75; sixty day, $72.90; season
DEVOES READY PAINT
city and the contractors has been setGet a hustle, now, O'Brady; give It
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
One Gallon Covers 000 Square Feet.
tled and all union men will resume Denver
Mrs. George Thomas and daughter,
to me right away!"
Special Correspondence.
return,
$23.70;
Colorado
and
The settlement was effected
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
of this city, returned home last night
Mesilla Park, May 13. On last Fri- work.
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
from an extended visit with relatives Now, O'Brady was no angel. It Is well day afternoon the annual field day Thursday afternoon at a meeting beONSUMPTI0N
Price
Stops
Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
$18.95.
on
and
sale
return.
Tickets
enough to know.
They are the famwas held. The sun was sninnlng tween a committee from the union
In Topeka, Kan.
BOcMI.OO
OUGHSan
Sept.
30,
to
1907.
1st
June
Return
temper
But
he held his Irish
till his brightly and a gentle breeze was stir- and the contractors held in the onlcs
ily of the well known conductor.
Frta Trial.
0LD3
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
ring, making it an exceedingly fine of the latter. Under the terms of the
hair turned white as snow.
408
RallteadAwtnoa
return, $67.60.
In establishing a new route and And he used to sigh, quite sadly, be afternoon for the occasion. At two contract, which was drawn up and Columbus, Ohio, and
Surest and Uuickest Our for all
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
tween his sickly grins;
lower grades for fast freight and pasthirty the boys in the crimson suits signed Thursday afternoon, the ou
THROAT and IA7NO TROUB- '
19th and 20th. Return limit June
senger service, the Santa Fe is to "Whin the Lord was afther makin could be seen gathering
14 a day and
the
start
to
at
men
are
side
receive
LES, or MONEY BACK.
me, why didn't He make me ing place of the
6th.
abandon Its bridge over the Colorado
dash, and the Inside men are to receive $3.50
Tenn.. and return, $62.75.
twins?
river at The Needles and build a new
from that time on until 5 o'clock the and eight hours a day.
The an Dickson.
14.
May
13
sure, there's only one of me, and cheering
12,
on
and
one at Salome. It also will abandon
Tickets
sale
For
and yelling never ceased.
nouncement comes In the nature of a
there bein only one.
Final limit, June 2d.
the present main line between Am-boThe Las Cruces confectioners had surprise, as It was understood that
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
on the Mojave desert, Colorauo, The one of me is busy whin there's stands on the grounds,
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
which, of the men and employers were at logto
somethln
be done!
and Ash Fork, Ariz.
course, was very Instrumental in reThey
rrom WeakntM,
and that neither side would
But if the Hivinly Father, now, had freshing and cheering the crowd. It gerheads
karliy anii omiions,incr Itt(
vigor
yield. The strike was inaugurated on
and banish "plna of mtnatru.
made me twins ol d knape
JIOBOKS ABE IX THEIK GLORY.
college
ever
has
the
been
seldom
that
lion." Tbay are Ilf
Los Angeles, May 13. Trainmen Bight on a worrkin' stiddy while Ol witnesses such a crowd for the grand May 1 and since that time work on
t
(rlrli
womanhood,
4
aidliif
tt
of large buildings In the
passing over the Santa Fe from Sumwas sound aslape.
stand was filed to the utmost and a acitynumber
veoimfntnf orir.M and body. N
known rvmiHiy for woman qia
has 'been at a standstill.
mit to Barstow a few days ago were
large
people
of
witnessed
number
the
b
thrm. Cannot do bam-M- tm
The terms under which the new
astonished to find box upon box and "Why don't you get my ticket?" he event from their buggies.
come a piffuiure, SI iM'r Ho a
agreement Is made amounts to a
case upon case of fine merchandise
would hear somebody say.
was
medal,
which
The
X)
lnvesti-sation
CHEMICAL
VOTT
strewn along the track. An
"Don't you se me at the wicket? Don't given by H. D. Bowman, was won by "splitting of the difference," and is
BOX.
JLNN
FOB JJB BY
you know I want a ticket?
revealed the fact that a car
satisfactory' to all conR. Elliott.
He scored forty points thoroughly
here
arrived
which
freight
train
a
Get a hustle, now O'Brady; give It to with ease and was not too tired to be cerned.
The carpenters at the outtf
about daylight yesterday had Deen
4
me
away!
right
mill
Announcement
set
day,
a
asked
and
on
glory.
the
for
hand at the 'lance in all his
ofDON J. RANKIN & CO.
entered and ransacked. Santa Feopinwon second honors. men asked the same, with an eight
R. B. Deemer
ficials and the police are of the
One day there came a stranger a There were three records broken dur instead of a nine-hoday.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL EOT AT
the car,
ion that hoboes entered
stranger
slim
tall
and
the afternoon showing that there
The announcement that the trouble
LOANS.
Having acquired an interest in the
con And he rushed up to O'Grady and ing
which contained merchandise
are still a few track men left at the Is over will be received with much
Automatic Phone 411.
signed to Los Angeles merchants, and
Heating
yelled at him:
Plumbing
he
and
Standard
thus
heavyRedding,
Mr.
by
Institution.
gratification
In
general
public
the
the
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bolldlnj
after dumping a dozen large casesproof "I want to go to Flambeau by the weight, raised his former record In Trinidad. The summer promises o company, Mr. John Strumqulst will in
valuable stutT along the tracks,
way of Kankakee.
to 41.9 4 feet. He be the busiest along building lines In
throwing
the
shot
charge
go
helping
mechanical
of
the
through
have
car.
to
the
ceeded
" bends
Via Kokomo and Oshkofh and the W. also broke the record In throwing the the history of the city, and It is neces- future
themselves to whatever suited their
X. and G.
discus, making it 100.8 feet. The rec- sary for the welfare of all concerned department and attend to the instalthe
tnth
fa
I transfer to the depot of the ord in running
was
rmm
broad jump
lation of all plumbing and heating
toe no delay.
c
A. and W..
broken by Justin Weddel. It had for that there
IN9UmANCK
company.
to
work
entrusted
this
sole
'est Flamingo Junction and the a number of years stood at 19 feet
flexible
The
Red
Cross
Secretary
Building AssociaMutual
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
L. M. H. and Q..
and 10 Inches, now being 19 feet and
tu.
tion. Office at 217 West RallraM
Shoe
com
Rapid Transit trol- 11 inches.
is
Interurban
from
of
avenue.
ley to St. Joe.
The usual field day hall was held
I, the undersigned, will receive prothe start.
cr
steamer up Lake Michigan as at the Seed house In spite of the boys posals
Co
Standard
&
Plumbing
Heating
complefor
the
erection
and
int
far as Charlevlox;
being so tired. The evening was a
of a Jail and a court house buildThe burning and
Su
nistee. Muskegon, Kalamazoo very enjoyable one and dancing con- tion
ing to be erected In the town of GalFe
Mackinac,
ind
re1 o'clock.
Light
tinued
until
caused
by stin soles and the
am
X. M., for McKinley county. X.
rie. Marquette. Ishpeming. and freshments were served during the lup,
thl
M. A certified check for five hundred
o Calumet and hack.
evils
of
thin soles are prehaveverybody
reported
evening
and
hai
dollars will be required to accompany
ing a tine time.
out
good
vented
the Red Cross. It
by
proposals,
assure
to
the
the
lon't you get my ticket?"
More enthusiasm has been shown
'
with Raube and Hanger
"here's the train, O'Brady! in track work th(s spring than was faith of the bidders.
enables
a
woman
to be on her
Office, 115 North First St.
I.E.
ay,
L.
J.
LADRIERE.
by the manager.
expected
Several
ALBUQUERQUE. N. U.
u see me at the wicket? Pon't meets have been held between
feet for hours at a time with
the Architect. Barnett Building, Albu
ou know I want a ticket?"
querque, N. M.
"
college,
making
auout
different
clubs
ustle, now, O'Brady; give It to things more lively and showing that
comfort.
the
rOTI A ORAOI
le right away!"
pan
Interest is being taken in college af-- f
al rs.
stylish
Phil
Dealers
in
Groceries, Provisions, Ha
jlvh groaned O'Brady, then
Kee
Grain and Fuel.
'Brady knew no more,
thrc
shoe that's
THESE ARE
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
Irady fainted dead away and
INTOXICATED MAN
rout
11 upon the floor,
and Cigars. Place your orders lot
forma.
i nc ,
absolutely
raised him tenderly and
this line with us.
Lehigh Valley private car No. 331, ine .rainmen
on
laid
him
CARRIAGE
bed:
NORTH TH.RD BT
which was attached to passenger train The d"Ctor tried to his
FELL INTO COFFIN BOX
comfortable
pulse,
find
his
and
No. 1. In talking about New Mexico,
i Brady dead.
thought
Manager Cutter remarked:
But at last his j. ale lips trembled, and
BUYING
DAYS
THIRD
"This Is the first trip I have made
ihey listened close to hear
to the west, and I urn
Perhaps some parting message to a
l uma. .May 13. Pedestrians pass- with it. I would think that with the
along
ling
luved one he held dear.
hirst street were rendered
Easy Terms
proper irrigation facilities or the new And in '.he solemn silence his words breathless to see a man to all appear- dry farming schemes the now desert
ances dead, stretched out In a long
ctrne thick and fast.
AU Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mas
land could be made the best farming With th- scent or brimstone round narrow box lust outside the SaiiBUi- and
i.
A'o. St, Kl i Crcu
lands in the county.
first one to the netti undertaking parlors.
Business is
from
the
con
Steam Sausage Factory.
The
la.-t-.
good out here, as our receipts indiLow Prices
Ptttnt Celt Blutktr,
census of opinion was that the man
EMIL KI J ENWORT
cate, for we secure considerable busiwas sleeping his last sleep and that
U-oMasonic Building, North Third BtraM
ness from New Mexico and adjoining "So. yes varit to buy a ticket?" they the undertaker would soon fetch a
Do you intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
hei rd O'Brady say.
box-to- p
territories."
hide the remains from the
Oxfords,
"If yez stand there at the wicket till crowd's to
Mr. Keene is a director of the
do
don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
gaze.
vulgar
7.
Oi've tf.ime to make that ticket
Valley road, and laughingly said
$3-S- o
we have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.
The undertaker finally came, but
angels
Sure,
will
devil
his
the
and
that he was often mistaken for James
nly
man
ignorance
of
profess
to
the
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
hav, carried yez away!"
High Shoes,
It. Keene, the Wall street broker,
and the box. Disturbed, perhaps, by
INSURANCE,' REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
lie said:
so much unsought attention, the sup$4.00
PUBLIC.
us.
"While they say I look somewhit WATER MTPLY
k
posed corpse aroused from the
I E (TT-OFlike Keene. the broker, still I am nut.
in which the occupant of the.
specM . May 13.
X.
The
Willard.
Block,
14
Cromwell
12
us
Let
Rooms
and
He wears a beard and I am smoothfit you.
out.
train mi the cut-ocarrvinir A. T. box was plunged, anil crawled nonTelephone No. lit.
Albuquerque.
faced. We are out on a purely pleas- ial
- S.
was
nce
outside
Inebriate
the
spent
day
F.
a
collars
and
trip. After tak- MKht at bra.
ure and sight-seein- g
Willard recently, inspecting piusseu oy a signt or me cumu-iooing in the canyon and California, we the
TIJeras Road.
water
conditions.
and ing thing he had unwittingly slept In,
Steam
Giro us your ROUGH DRY work,
Tono-pawill see the mining regions of
muttering
pumps have been or-- 1 and hurried out of
compressed
air
Monday, and get It back Wvdnoada
Goldiield and others. We intend dered to test the wells, and the rig-- j curses to himself.
121
Rallromd Awnu
Imperial Laundry Co.
to he away from New York a month."
The four railroad men were very
much interested in the Isleta. Santo
Domingo and Navajo Indians who
were wandering about the trains sellH
ing pottery, beads and other curios.
IX
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KILLthe cough
CURE

Thos. F. Keleher
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Dr. Kins':
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NEW YARDS WILL

IT

n

0

SOON BE FINISHED
TEN TRACKS

Alltl.
ten moke
to he pi lY
I I I l 4.lt MMI I!l
is A UO IT COM- RK

t

IN--

II.D-1N-

H
H
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NEW
G

H

PLiriKD.

B

T.. ii of Hie new tracks which will
conipr:e the new transfer and switch
yards of the Santa Fe railway, located s,.utli of the machine shoos, aiv
already in use, and the men in charge
of the work on the new yards expect
to have ten more switch track completed within a few days.
Lleslde
the new yards, a new freight house
has l.een erected, which will be used
chietly as a bill and telegraph oltice
The I'ir.-- t street freight oltice will still
be used fur that purpose, but the telegraph ottlce will bu inofd to the nc
building.
Already the effect of the ten new
twitch
tracks has been noticed
around the tracks and Railroad avenue.
The delays on the uptown
crosi-'.nghave decreased remurkab y
in the last week. Within two months
only
delays which will be caused
the
oil Railroad avenue will be in cuttiioX
passeiger trains and linht freii:
business, which will continue to be
done at the uptown freight house.
The work of leveling on" the si'e
for the new tie pickling plant is pio.
gresMng slowly, but surely.
W:;'l
tne site leveled off. the actual eon-s'rgMi
lion
b'
iiniii.
A.nk "ill
, '
s

0
H

If
H
K

B
H

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

fl

B
B

m
tt

rVM.les th" in: pru enient w c k i
the new yards and the tie plant. th
construction department of the SanU
Fe has just completed the work of
cutting away several hills and grades'
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BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE .SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS,
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. 1) GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST.
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
J .... . .Ai4

KK,C4KSvtso-0SOOtOO-

i

Co.

WM. CHAPLIN

Corner First and

K

COME
ii

ft

TO BELEN, H, P.I,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

2

The Belen Town and

Im-

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

A Railway

fl

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IM
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

fl

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

D

S
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fl
fl
fl
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H
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

fl
fl

IF

H

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

B
B
B

fl

Ka00000
K00000C00000

B
B

Center

fl

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN' LINE THROUGH TO BELEN', EAST
AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

WITH
WITH

provement Co.
,0HN BECKER,
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ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL

10CAI PARAGRAPHS

PA KAOK A1MIS

At S o'clock this evening there will
be a stated cession of the Ballut
Abyad temple of shrlners.

it

I)ener.

OUR

DAINTY OXFORDS

and SHOES

their best on n bright, sunny Sunday morning. To wear a pair
of rusty shoes at such u time Is misplaced economy ns it will surely
spoil both your dress nnd temper.
The snappiest and best built
shoes and oxfords, the largest variety, too. ore here.
MEN'S S1IOKS
to $100.
i.vmphc
1.50 to

I

oi;i:

May

si.

Fair tonight ami Tuesday, except tain or
snow In northeast portion tonight:
eoliler tonight, with frost In north
portion; colder south Tuesday.
Colo..

TltIN

Look

i,rv

Xo.
No.
No.
No.
No.

---

3

13.

AHUM AI.S.

On time,

(in time.
On time.

--

--

:4."

p.

12:40 a. in.

Judge
W. Mci'lelliui left on the
tlyer Saturday morning for New York.
He will be absent about three week.'.
V. McKenna and George Wernham,
two residents nf Coninailo
Heath.
Cal.. stopped over In the city yesterday.

the popular cattleman
of Watrous. who has been In tin- - ci'.y
for several days, returned to his horn-- :
night.
Dr. V. II Wilson and wife, of Wil-- i
lard. N. M., visited friends in the city
yesterday.
B. S. Jacksun. nf Willard. N. M.,
connected with the Cross, (Jelly Co..
spent Sunday here.
Mrs. W. H. Foster and Miss Bertha
Kutz. of Helen. N. M . are in the city
visiting and shopping.
Max Paul Kempcnhh. manager of
the large mercantile store at l'eralt i.
spent Sunday in Albuquerque.
Dr. L. H. Chamberlain Is In Sania
Fe attending the meeting of the territorial dental examiners board.
W. S. MeCloud and John H. Harris,
rseidents of Maxwell City, X. M., arrived in Aibuiiuerque Sunday, and are
guests at the Sturges.
Hugo Scharwenka, president of the
Belen Mercantile company, of Belen,
N". M., was In the city yesterday,
registering at the Sturges.
D. Eldert and wife and Mrs. Jennie
A. Duryea, of Jamaica, Long Island,
stopped over In Albuquerque yesterday, eu route to the coast.
L. B. Crawford, the well know.i
drug merchant of Wlnslow, accompanied by his family, visited friends In
Albuquerque yesterday.
E. L. Medler and Frank H. Strong
and wire, and W. H. Hum, with the
local temple of Shrlners, have returned from the convention at Los AnH

EVENING CITIZEN.

.1.

Katni-r- .

la-i- t

Regular meeting of the Woman's
Relief Corps tomorrow afternoon at
Red Men's hall.
Bv order of the
president .
Beginning next month the Isletai
will make hunting trips through the
adjoining country, searching for rabbitand other small game.
T. J. Houston company are showing
a tine assortment of pyrographv wood
and pyographlc outfits in their neat
stationery store nt inj West ltallruad
avenue.
Born today to Mr. nnd Mis. Clarence Elliott, of 413 South Second
street, a
girl. Mr. Elliott,
who Is un engineer running a pumping plant at a mine near Engle. N.
M.. has been tHegtnphed and is expected home tomorrow.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Presbyterian
Brotherhood
of the
church will be held In the church
parlors tomorrow evening. An Interesting program has been arranged
and all men affiliated with the church
in any way will be welcome.
The employes of B. Ilfeld & Co.,
with their friends, numbering sixteen
in all. hehl an outing yesterday at
Bear canyon. The day was passed in
exploring the canyon and mountain
sides and In games of various kinds.
An enjoyable time was reported by
all.

MONDAY.

MAY 13,

t07.

Looks Right
You'H find Hart Shaf.

MEAT

ner and Marx clothes
not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right

MARKET

We price them right.

S20.00
to

Native and
Kansas City
Meat
8

Spring Lamb

$28.00
Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress
on vour mind that a few
i extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can
make.

s

squad of the New Mexico national
guards of the Albuquerque company
went out on the rille range for target
practice yesterday. The shooting was
CHIUMtKVs IIMHItlls
1.00 to 2.10
at Sun yards.
Said Captain Ruppe:
rillLDKKVS SllOI.S ...
1.25 to 2.50
"The men are improving greatly in
U'O.MKN'S oxrniiDs ...
1.50 to 3.50
marksmanship of late.
There is a
new Interest springing up in mllltij
WOMEN'S SHOKS
1.65 to 5.00
Just received, some Boys' and
circles."
Youths' nice suits at very at
A petition was tiled In the district
tractive prices.
court late Saturday afternoon by the
Copyright
1907 by
First National bank, plaintiff, to obHart Schafther ij Marr
Call
tain a Judgment against Geo. J. Salle,
GEO. W. HICKOX
defendant, for the principal and InT. Y. MAYNARD 1
HERMAN ZWEIGART
terest of a note for $133, made to the
order of Louis W. Galles, on Febru1,
ary
payable five month after g
PROPRIETOR
8
HICKOX-MAYNAR- D
date. H. F. Ravnolds. attorney for
plaintiff.
Arno & Coal
Phono 185 8
A reception will be given at
the
Congregational
tomorrow
church
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
J
J
evening in honor of Rev. and Mrs. W. OOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXOOOCXOOO
J. Marsh and Rev. and Mrs. J. H.
Heald.
Mr. Heald Is the retiring and
incoming pastor of
Mr. Marsh
th
the church.
The entertainment will
Send in Your Watches for Repairs
Include addresses of welcome from the
other clergymen of the city, responses
to the same, music and refreshments.
The public is cordially welcome.
Members of the local G. A. R. post,
THE ARCH FRONT
SOUTH SECOND ST.
who will attend the New Mexico annual G. A. R. encampment at Las Vegeles.
gas on Wednesday and Thursday of
115-11- 7
Henry Huning, a former resident this week, are: W. W.
McDonald. Edof Albuquerque, and now of Santi ward Johnson, Harry Turner, J. O.
Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave., Tel. 74
Barbara. Cal., arrived in the city yes- Caldwell. Mr. Steward. William
terday and Is the guest of Otto Dieck- and Thos. Harwood. Several
ladies of the Woman's Relief Corps
maii.
They will leave
will also attend.
Mr. Jacobs, assistant superintend
ent of motive power of the Santa Fe here tomorrow night.
railway, with headquarters at Topeka, t ONSOIJDATi:iV KXCIIANGR
passed
through Albuquerque
thi.
OI'l'M 'Kits KliEOTF.D. n
morning en route east.
Xew York, May 13. President
C. F. Waugh, a prominent business
D. Budd, of the consolidated ex
Groceri , Meats, Poultry, Best man and Elk of El Paso, stopped ov change and the other executive offihere yestereday morning. Mr. Waugh cers were reelected today at the an
Lucca Olive Oil
attended the Cavanaugh funeral at nual election. C. H. Badeau and A.
Las Vegas. He returned home last Luther were elected first and second
respectively.
vice presidents,
The
night.
of governors elected are C. W.
Mrs. E. H. Lewis, of Sing Sing, X. board
Brown,
Itogert.
W.
R.
W.
R.
Beal.
Y., and Mrs. J. H. Boss, of Berlin, V.
Cardova. F. Jageis, A. D. Molr,
The Champion Grocery Go.
Germany, were the guests at the Al- - It. De
H. Reld, F. L. Solomon, A. C.
varado yesterday of M. Herdenhelmer, Summer and W. L. S. Webster.
of Pennsylvania, and A. Abrahamson,
MATTEUCCI BROS.
of
622-2- 1
San Francisco.
Call at Learnard & Llndemann and
V. Tljeras Ave.
PhoM SL
Dr. Stewart Culin. curator of eth- hear a few late Victor records.
nology In the Brooklyn institute, toTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
gether with Prof. Merrill, curator of
book
experienced
ethnology in the Smithsonian Insti- WANTED An
Address, stating experi-- 1
keeper.
tution at Washington, D. C, are in
ence and references, P. O. Box 390,
GO.
Albuquerque for a few days.
city.
Charles It. Keyes, a well known
mining man from Socorro, and form- WANTED Blacksmith for a coal
camp.
Apply at W. H. Hahn & Co.'s
erly president of the territorial School
coal yam.
of mines, Is In the city, with a party
1321-32- 3
W.R.fl.Ave.
of men seeking Investment. Mr. KeyRegular meeting of Tripple Link
es has Just recently returned from a
Itebekah lodge No. 1 'I. tomorrow
business trip to Washington.
evening, at S o'clock. De
"Well, Mr. Purdy, are you going'to (Tuesday!
All members requested
work.
put me to work or pay my board gree
New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
bill?" asked a trainman who had been to attend.
a
know,"
off
laid
month.
for
don't
"I
SaV'n
SpuriMammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
y ...
sisaid General Agent Purdy. "I think
It's cheaper for the company to pay
Line of
Family Size, each, 25c.
e your
board."
1 1
A party of Santa Fe officials are
Medium Size, each, 15c.
expected to arrive In Albuquerque to-- l
1:301
Wednesday. May Uth. at
Small Size, each, 10c.
morrow. In the party will be E. P. o'clock sharp, at the new Raynoldsl
' '
Refri'lr
d building.
Ripley, president; Mr. Kendrlck,
Moun
avenue, I
Railroad
Eat
Stock, Nothing;
Fancy
gen-Imported,
Extra
All
I will sell
vice president; R. J. Parker,
the entire furnishings of I
gerators
eral superintendent; W. B. Storey, Mrs. Josie Hubbcll Shirk's home, at
Market.
on
the
Finer
chief engineer; Gardner Lathrop, geu- - public auction.
Goods consist in
eral .solicitor.
range, refrigerator,
part of
'
Cream
Before assuming his new duties as dining table and chairs, sideboard,
1?
is the
governor of New Mexico, Captain dishes, glassware, bookcase, writing
old
stop
George
off at his
Curry will
desks, chiffonier, iron, brass and oa1
Freezers
most
home In Roswell, where he will be beds, chairs, rockers, rattan chairs
given a banquet by the Old Timers' and settee, birdseye maple dressers!
"complete
The Season's Newest
club of that nlace. A large numbor and washstands, parlor furniture in
in the city
of his comrades in the rough riders. fact, $1,000 worth of good furniture.
and Latest.
it Is understood, will attend and give Also Jersey cow. Just fresh; price no
IC
him the San Juan iell.
consideration to anyone who wants at
One Chlckering GranJ
T5hs
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, alternate to good cow.
Water
Water
the general assembly of the I'resoy Square piano. Rosewood case, original
Buy
terlan church at Columbus, Ohio, will cost $600. Excellent condition.
leave tonight to be present at the ses- it at your own price, It will go at aucFilters
ICoolers
.
.
1
i
fr
sion of that Important body. Itev. J. tion. Inspect Tuesday before sale.
10 our increased dumiicss we 114 vc
H. S. KNIGHT. Auctioneer.
R. Cass. D. D.. of this city, who was
Is the place for fashthe regular delegate. Is unable to at
into
move
necessary
to
you
buy
piano?
a
found
Why dmi't
it
tend on account of the Illness of his
ionable and timely
'
o
mother, hence the duty falls upon Mr.
locatwill
be
future
we
the
VAXX'S
AT
and
in
Itl'1'FAI.O
I'l'NCH
Cooper. During the latter's absence
footwear.
the pulpit of the First Presbyterian XEW FOUXTAIN.
Hose,
in
.
c
ed
church will be supplied by Rev. J. H.
VAXX'S XKW rol'XTAIX FOR I
Heald and Rev. John Mordy.
Reels,
son KKAL COLD DKIXKS.
Arno Blueher, the
High Grade Shoes
of Herman Blueher, the well known
Our
Why don't you buy a piano 7
market gardener of Old Albuquerque
I'lircdecnifHl Diamond Brooch.
who was bitten by a dog Saturday
Our Specially
evening, has not developed any seii
A beautiful diamond brooch retails
Where we will be glad to serve the public
ous svmntoms. The dog belongs to at $325 left on our hands unredeem
William Eraser, on South Arno street ed, on sale In our show window only
THE
v
ot
in the past
! $200.
Rosenfield, the pawnbroker,
Arno Blueher and a companion en-at-- I 11S West Railroad avenue.
The IDEAL SHOE STORE
were
yard
of
and
Fraser
the
tered
tacked by the dog. Arno was thrown
THE HUi SALE
The
down and bitten in the cheek.
Leon Hertiag,
Manager
Is now going on at the Cash Buy-- 1
boy was at once taken to a physician's
or
ana
some
get
sure
ers
office,
Be
Union.
dressed.
was
where his wound
RAILROAD AVE.
216 West Railroad Ave.
big bargains:
502 West Railroad A venue.
The doctor said the boy was In no these
Amlgo $3. .0 shoes
$2.95
danger.
$2.50
Barton Bros.1 $3.50 Shoes
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut f.lu-n- . Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
your trade aiitl guarantee A SQUAKK DEAL.
N'TJRSF.
Girls' $1.35 and $1.50 Shoes,
$100
sizes 9to 2
Mr. A. II. Meyer, Wl South Third
ladies' Oxfords, all reduced.
$3.00
Ladies' Waists. 25c to
$6.50
Indies' Skirts, &0e to
Imported Chlnaware, half price.
15c
1
lb
Pkg Coffee.
25c
3 cans No. 2 Tomatoes
Spring Uiult-rura$1.00 to $6.00 a Suit
And hundreds of other bargains.
come and look.
Why don't you buy a piano?
.
o
WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good terri
Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOC- H
tory In New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Brewltt & Prewltt, Mana
made Suits and Overcoats
gers, Commercial Club building.
will fit you, for these tailors have
WANTKD
Position as Job compositor -. good office. First class man.
made a study of odd Figures for
Do. 't drink and can give best of
i
' v -- hi es. Man of family. Would
fifty years, and have cut patterns
:. -- f .r t.
w ork
under contract.
City,
I.. W. Gray. Morgan
that will fit them stylishly, just as
I.' S ite salary when writing.

CO.

A

I

and see them

I

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

V

V

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

Co-zl- ne

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

WATER
COOLERS

Og-de-

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCor mick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

Tinners

IMPORTED MACKEREL

Alaska Refrigerators

'jl

IJMu
r

r

y

Pl

' i

v

Just what you

want.
S Just what you

sec-jon-

six-ho- le

need.

I

H32!!

Ideal Shoe

wwing

Just Arrived

.

t

Store

r.

Larger

Quarters
at

cotton
both
A'new supply of Garden
Lawn Mowers,
and rubber. Hose
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.

i

502 West Railroad Ave.

I

x

as

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.

I

'

0 mBKGs&ssm

rmKsB

KfMBTllEY COMPANY

0

Wholesale Distributors

If You Have an Odd Figure,

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

i)

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.
n

Nt.--

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit

Line

Just Received

MISS C. P. CRANE

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,IJCost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

SI 2 North Second Street

FULLY WARRANTED

Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

122 South Second

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Atsoelatlon Offlet
TraaiaetlQBM

Guarsattto

HOSENFIEIB'S,

i)

118 W.

B. fl. Am

117. mouth rirat mtrt
tt9.4 OS.
dot,
North rirtt atroot

113,

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

ft

